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Abstract— Growing on recent research work in the fields of 
Value Sensitive Design, Design for Well-Being and Disclosive 
Computer Ethics, this paper focuses on values embedded in 
multimodal web resources during the design and development 
processes. They are inscribed within the artifact as symbolic 
meanings or as a built-in use consequence. We propose a 
preliminary version of a markup language, called ValueML, 
that may be used for value representation and annotation. 
After a brief review of various perspectives on the concept of 
value and relevant taxonomies and vocabularies, we discuss the 
syntax and semantics of ValueML together with examples of 
manual annotation of video commercials. 

Keywords-value; annotation; semantic web; markup 
languages. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
This paper addresses the issue of values embedded in 

web information resources, their representation and 
annotation. It is an elaboration and extension of previous 
work presented in the IARIA Sixth International Conference 
on Building and Exploring Web Based Environments [1]. 

We are interested in how ethical, political, aesthetic and 
cultural values (to name only a few types) are, intentionally 
or unintentionally, constructed and articulated during the 
design and development of a product; how they are actually 
inscribed within the artifact and materialized through various 
semiotic resources (e.g., written and spoken texts, still and 
moving images, music and sound effects); how the values 
can be used for resource annotation and exploited in content 
retrieval, filtering, repurposing and reuse.  

The need for value annotation of information resources is 
present in several application domains. In the fields of 
Marketing and Brand Communication, for instance, values 
constitute an important component of websites, commercial 
videos and advergames. They may refer to the advertised 
good or service (i.e., a value proposition) or, more generally, 
to a company's brand identity (i.e., the brand core values) 
and brand world (i.e., the brand world ethos).  

 Political parties, religious communities, non-profit 
organizations as well as social activists focus on values as 
one of the fundamental content and theme of their messages 
in designing websites and blogs. The project Values at Play 
(VAP), for example, is an initiative aimed at investigating 
how social and political values can be intentionally 
embodied in a digital game's architecture, interaction 
paradigm, and mechanics [2]. 

In the same vein, Value Sensitive Design [3], Value 
Centered Design [4], Design for Subjective Well-Being [5], 
Disclosive Computer Ethics [6] and Design for Sustainability 
[7] explore conceptualizations and methods for consciously 
addressing human values and related ethical concerns during 
the analysis and design processes of information systems.  

All these initiatives assume that artifacts (and 
technologies, in general) are not morally neutral and that it is 
possible to identify tendencies in them to promote or demote 
particular values, and norms [6]. Such tendencies are 
embedded in the artifact in the sense that they can be 
identified and studied largely or wholly independently of 
actual uses of the artifact, although they manifest themselves 
in a variety of uses of the system (not necessarily in all 
uses!).  

In addition, values are an important component of 
national, organizational and professional cultures. Therefore, 
independently of explicit design intentions, values are 
inevitably inscribed within information resources as a 
reflection of the culture of their clients, designers and 
developers (Culture in Design). Furthermore, communicative 
artifacts may be intentionally designed to adapt to the culture 
of target users (Design for Culture). This is at the base of the 
localization of web resources, a challenging issue addressed 
by several approaches in the field of cross-cultural design. 
The explicit representation and annotation of values present 
advantages in both cases: on the one hand, it forces the 
designers and developers to reflect on the intended or 
unintended values and the way they are embedded in their 
products; on the other hand, value annotation facilitates the 
identification and selection of those resources that are more 
appropriate for a target culture. 

In spite of the growing interest on values manifested by 
several research studies, there is not yet a markup language 
and a value ontology or taxonomy that can be used for 
annotation of textual documents and multimodal resources 
on the web. This is a little disappointing considering the 
efforts that have been made, in the past, to model other 
experiential concepts such as pleasure, emotions, opinions 
and sentiments [8] [9]. The present work is a preliminary 
proposal aimed at filling this gap.  

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we 
discuss the concept of value from different perspectives and 
we illustrate available taxonomies and vocabularies of 
values. Next, in Section III we state the scope and the aim of 
the study. The main requirements of a language for value 
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annotation are, then, introduced in Section IV together with a 
possible solution, i.e., the ValueML. Section V is devoted to 
illustrate an example of annotation in the domain of video 
advertising. To this end, two paradigmatic cases have been 
selected among those used in the experimental activity made, 
so far. Section VI discusses some limitations and problems 
emerged during the assessment process of the current version 
of the language. Finally, in Section VII, some conclusions 
highlighting the benefits of value annotation are reported. 

II. STATE OF THE ART 

A. Defining value  
The concept of value has several meanings according to 

the specific perspective from which it is considered. Looking 
at existing literature [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15], the term 
"value" has been interpreted variously as: 

• an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or 
end-state of existence is personally or socially 
preferable to an opposite or converse mode of 
conduct or end state of existence (i.e., value as 
enduring belief system);  

• the monetary sacrifice people are willing to make for 
a product (i.e., value as exchange); 

• the utility of the physical properties of the product, 
which is realized only upon its use (i.e., value as 
perceived utility); 

• an indicator of how much one desires a product or 
fears of loosing it (i.e., value as attachment); 

• an index of social status, lifestyle, modernity (i.e., 
value as sign or meaning); 

• an indicator of how the interaction with a product is 
aesthetically, cognitively or affectively worth to be 
made (i.e., value as good experience). 

In his Value Theory [13], Schwartz, defines values as 
"desirable, trans-situational goals, varying in importance, 
that serve as guiding principles in people's lives". Most 
importantly, he identifies five main features of the 
conception of value that are implicit in the works of many 
theorists and researchers: 

• values are beliefs tied inextricably to emotions; 
• values are a motivational construct. They refer to 

desirable goals (e.g., idealized qualities or conditions 
in the world) people find good and strive to attain; 

• values transcend specific actions and situations; 
• values serve as standards or criteria to guide 

selection or evaluation of action, policies, people or 
events; 

• values are ordered by importance relative to one 
another. 

One aspect worth highlighting is the relationship existing 
between values and behavior. As claimed by Rokeach: "... 
values are determinants of virtually all kinds of behavior that 
could be called social behavior or social action, attitudes and 
ideologies, evaluation, moral judgment and justification of 
self to others, and attempts to influence others" [15]. 

Given the polysemy of the term value, one critical 
problem when using this concept for content analysis is to 

decide which interpretation is relevant for the purpose at 
hand. In addition, there is the need to disambiguate among 
different concepts that are in some way correlated such as 
values, needs, desires, preferences, and goals (see for 
example [10]). For some scholars values are abstract, 
desirable trans-situational goals; for others they are relatively 
stable individual preferences that reflect socialization; yet 
others consider values as cognitive representation of needs.  

Another issue regards the classification of values. In [16] 
Brey illustrates an articulation of axiology - a branch of 
philosophy concerned with a general analysis of value - that 
provides structure and overview to relevant values belonging 
to traditional theories including cultural values of Theories of 
Good applied to new media. Figure 1 schematizes this 
classification.  

 

 

Figure 1.  A classification of values according to Brey [16].  

As shown in the figure, axiology can be decomposed into 
four main fields each one devoted to a specific type of value: 
Ethics concerning with the right (i.e., the understanding of 
what kinds of actions are right and, therefore, obligatory and 
which ones are wrong and, therefore, impermissible); 
Aesthetics concerning with the beautiful; normative Politics 
concerning with the just (i.e., the understanding of how the 
state ought to operate in relation to its citizens and how it 
should distribute powers and goods); and Theories of Good 
concerning with the sort of things in life that are considered 
good and, thus, worth striving for such as well-being, 
happiness and personal flourishing (i.e., eudaimonia). In 
particular the individualistic study of well-being has yielded 
three major types of theories namely hedonist (well-being 
consists of the presence of pleasure and the absence of pain), 
desire-fulfillment (well-being lies in the fulfillment of one's 
desires) and objective theories (well-being is the result of 
objective conditions of persons such as liberty, friendship, 
autonomy, wisdom, etc.). Collectivist theories hold that the 
greatest good is not the good of individual human beings but 
the good of a community or society at large; Transcendent 
theories point to one or more transcendent state-of-affairs or 
qualities that are held to constitute the highest good such as 
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the glory of God, the natural order of things, eco-systemic 
integrity, knowledge or information. 

B. Value inventories and taxonomies 
What emerges from research literature is that a unified 

theory or model of values currently does not exist. Available 
proposals differ along several dimensions, including: 

• representational approach: the simplest and most 
wide-spread approach is the categorical approach 
that uses a word/label to represent a value. An 
alternative approach is the dimensional one that tries 
to capture the essential properties of values, by 
positioning them on a continuous space spanned by 
two or more dimensions. Holbrook, for example, 
proposes intrinsic-extrinsic, self oriented-other 
oriented, and active-reactive, as the main dimensions 
for classifying values [17]; 

• purpose: most of the proposals have been designed 
for survey research; only few have been applied to 
content analysis [14]; 

• scope of application: proposals span a wide range of 
scopes and application domains. Some proposals 
regard personal or individual values; some represent 
the values of groups of people, communities of 
practice or interests, institutions or companies, others 
focus on national values. Domains include 
psychology and social research; professional ethics 
(e.g., the values that guide the day-to-day activities 
of business managers), marketing and advertising; 
design, technology, and more; 

• number and type of distinct values: proposals widely 
vary in the number of specific values (or 
dimensions) that are considered relevant;  

• structural organization of values: most proposals are 
unstructured lists or inventories of items representing 
different types of values; others present hierarchical 
structures or taxonomies. Some proposals 
distinguish between instrumental and ends values; 
some organize values according to similarity/affinity 
or opposition/contrast relationships. Yet other 
proposals use part/whole relations (i.e., mereologies) 
to represent both elementary and aggregate (or 
composite) values; 

• conceptual definitions: few proposals provide a clear 
and accurate definition of value categories or 
dimensions. Therefore, there are ambiguities (i.e., 
multiple interpretations of values), and "semantic 
confusion" both within and across the various 
proposals;  

• terminological realizations: proposals use different 
vocabularies for denoting value categories. In some 
cases, the same term/label is used, within different 
vocabularies, for representing different value 
concepts (a case of homonyms). As an instance, the 
term "autonomy" is defined, within Value Sensitive 
Design [18], as: "people ability to decide, plan, and 
act in ways that they believe will help them to 
achieve their goals". The very same term in [19] is 

used to denote: "feeling that one's activity is self-
chosen and self-endorsed". In other cases, different 
terms are used to denote the same value concept (a 
case of synonymy). What is termed "autonomy" in 
one vocabulary [19] is denoted by "self-direction" in 
another proposal [13]. Moreover, some terms (e.g., 
autonomy, self actualization) are common to various 
proposals while others (e.g., informed consent, 
humor) are present only in some specific vocabulary; 

• homogeneity/heterogeneity: some inventories 
represent homogeneous values; others merge values 
having different nature such as hedonic values (e.g., 
pleasure) with ethical (e.g., morality, virtue), 
political (e.g., justice), and cultural values (e.g., life 
quality, happiness) or different generality or 
aggregation levels. Some examples are as following.  

Schwartz proposed a set of fifty-six human values that 
are organized into ten basic categories: self-direction, 
stimulation, hedonism, achievement, power, security, 
conformity, tradition, benevolence, and universalism [13]. 
These categories constitute a circular pattern where 
congruent values (e.g., achievement and power) are located 
on adjacent positions while conflicting values (e.g., 
achievement and benevolence) on opposite sides. At a more 
general level, basic categories are aggregated into four 
macro-categories, namely, openness to change, self-
transcendence, conservation and self-enhancement. 

Boztepe, focusing on user's values, proposed a 
classification including nineteen different values organized 
into four main categories namely, utility, social significance, 
emotional, and spiritual [11].  

Value Sensitive Design uses a flat list of values to be 
used in computer systems. Examples are: privacy, freedom 
from bias, informed consent, accountability, property rights, 
to name only a few [3]. 

Specific taxonomies have been proposed in marketing 
[20] and in game design [21]. Floch, for example, 
distinguishes four types of product values - practical, critical, 
utopian, and ludic values - that are at the base of the main 
marketing strategies. Flanagan et al. use a set of seventeen 
values (e.g., diversity, justice, inclusion, equality, 
environmentalism, creativity, trust, etc.) for the analysis and 
design of digital games. Recent research in Positive Design 
focuses on hedonic values (e.g., pleasure) and eudaimonia 
(e.g., personal flourishing) [5].  

It should be clear, from the above discussion, that it is 
difficult to select a proposal as a common reference standard 
or to create a shared standard by combining elements from 
existing vocabularies. Ideally, for content annotation in a 
given application domain, an adequate value ontology (i.e., 
conceptualization and vocabulary) should be manageable, 
that is, it should contain the minimum number of relevant 
value categories for the task at hand, and minimize 
conceptual ambiguity and redundancy by making each value 
concept unique and independent from the other concepts. For 
example, concepts such as "achievement" and "success" may 
be ambiguous when they are in the same inventory. 
However, by synthesizing them under the concept of 
"accomplishment" may avoid the ambiguity. A prerequisite 
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is that values do not remain underdeveloped: their nature and 
meaning must be clearly defined and distinguished. This is 
an important step for applications in the Semantic Web field. 
As a final remark it should be noted that a value inventory or 
taxonomy not only displays what values categories are 
available for analysis but also provides a descriptive tool for 
researchers to focus their discussion about values. 

III. SCOPE AND AIM OF THE STUDY 

A. The values inscribed within a web resource 
Figure 2 shows the general framework we have adopted 

for communication-based design [22]. It accounts for the real 
sender and receiver. They are connected by means of an 
instrumental medium - a device such as a PC, a tablet or a 
smart phone and a channel such the Internet - that enables 
the circulation of a web resource. By the term web resource 
we mean an information object (e.g., a message) that is 
realized by at least one accessible web representation and 
encoded in a media type.  

The sender is involved in the design and realization of 
the web resource. It is usually a team including, for example, 
the designers and developers as well as the client, sponsor 
and firm/company. The interaction between the sender and 
the resource takes place within a production context 
involving space-time location, the organizational and socio-
cultural environments with roles, norms, policies, standards 
and technologies.  

The receiver, an individual or a group, interacts with the 
resource within a context of use that may, or not, be 
synchronized with the production one as in the case of 
different cultural contexts. In this framework the web 
resource plays the role of a mediator between the intentions 
of the sender and the interpretation of the receiver. 

We shall focus on the production context of the above 
framework: we are interested in the values that are inscribed 
(or embodied) within the resource as a kind of meaning 
during its design and development. We call these values the 
"values in the product" to distinguish them from other kinds 
of values such as, for example, the economic value of the 
product (i.e., its exchange value), the value that a resource 
gains passing through a chain of activities (i.e., the value 
chain) or the value of the product as experienced by a user 
during its use (i.e., the perceived use value). These 
interpretations can be referred to as the "value of the 
product". 

The values in the product have different sources. Some 
values are strictly related to the stakeholders (the firm, the 
designers, or the users). These include, for example, the 
values that are associated to the personality of a brand, its 
identity, the brand world's ethos or the assumed values of the 
target user group to whom the message is directed. These 
values are usually explicitly expressed by a set of non- 
functional requirements. As an instance: to design a video 
commercial or a website to promote the core values of a 
company or to resonate with the cultural values of a specific 
community of practice or interest.  

Other values (called collateral values) are, intentionally 
or unintentionally, embedded within the web resource as the 

result of specific design or implementation decisions. It 
should be noted that a design solution is always under-
determined by specific functional requirements leaving to 
designers and developers numerous open-ended alternatives 
as they proceed through the process, including some that 
implicate values [23]. 

 

 
Figure 2.  The communication-based design framework adopted in the 

study.  

The selection of an alternative solution with respect to 
another is guided by criteria that are often value-laden and 
reflect the personal or professional beliefs, preferences, 
cultural milieu of these persons.  

In the case of information resources, design decisions 
may refer to several aspects such as, for example, i) the 
adopted conceptual model or metamodel of the resource; ii) 
the articulation of content meaning; iii) the kind of semiotic 
media used for meaning presentation or expression, iv) 
stylistic choices (e.g., space-time layout of information, 
colors, typography); (v) the specific technologies employed 
during the implementation of a design solution, and vi) the 
definition of intended use in the destination context.  

Here are some examples. The adoption of the Semantic 
Markup for Web Services (OWL-S) instead of the Web 
Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) reflects different 
values and has different ethical implications as discussed in 
[24].  

In a narrative commercial clip, ethical or aesthetic values 
can be inscribed in the story (content) or in the visual and 
auditory qualities (expression); in a digital game they can be 
embodied in game mechanics (e.g., in game elements, 
actions, rules, reward system), game dynamics (e.g., player's 
point of view, course of action) or experience (e.g., game 
atmosphere, narrative theme, expressed or induced 
emotions).  

According to [6], it can be useful to distinguish the 
following two main cases: 

• an information resource may be expressive of values 
(i.e., expressive conception of embedded values) in 
that it contains symbolic meanings that refer to 
values. These values may represent the values of 
designers, clients or users; 

• an information resource may have embedded values 
understood as special kind of built-in consequences. 
This conception (i.e., causalist conception of 
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embedded values) relates values to causal capacities 
of the resource to affect the environment. In other 
words, the resource use causes a state of the world 
that realizes some kind of value. In Persuasive 
Technologies [25], Design for Sustainable Behavior 
[7], and in applications inspired to Nudge Theory 
[26], values are directly related to the intended 
behavior or state we want to be enabled, induced or 
fostered in users.  

Of course, the fact that a resource is expressive of values 
does not imply that it also functions to realize these values. 
Whether this happens or not remains an open question. 

B. The problem addressed: value analysis and annotation 
Generally speaking, value taxonomies and vocabularies 

can be exploited in four different use cases: 
• manual annotation of multimodal resources with 

inscribed values. By multimodality we mean the use 
of two or more representational modalities (or 
semiotic "languages") to express the content of an 
information resource. An example is to identify and 
represent the values communicated by the visual 
(i.e., written text, images) and auditory (i.e., spoken 
language, music, effects) tracks of a video 
commercial; 

• automatic value detection and classification. The 
goal, here, is to model the means-ends relationships 
existing between measurable features of multimodal 
artifacts and abstract constructs such as value 
concepts. An example is to infer the values that are 
at the base of behaviors or situations depicted by an 
image; or to infer the values that produce certain 
emotions expressed by the characters of a story;  

• value generation, that is, simulation of specific 
values by an appropriate selection and composition 
of multimedia content and expression. An example 
is to select the actions of the characters of a story 
that best communicate some specific values; 

• value assessment, that is, the use of value inventories 
for empirical tests aimed at measuring how people 
would rank or rate the relative importance of items 
in the given list of values. An example is to profile a 
group of individuals to adapt the design of a new 
resource to their values. 

An important aspect that is exploited in automatic 
detection and generation is that values have been 
acknowledged as a key predictor and explanatory factor in 
investigating human and social dynamics.  

Our study focuses on the first use case. The problem we 
intend to address is, thus, the following: to design a general-
purpose language for the manual annotation of values 
inscribed within a multimodal resource.  

The language should let the annotator to define the scope 
of a value annotation and to describe the value itself by 
referring to a specific and shared vocabulary. Notice that, the 
focus is on message production rather than use. This is not to 
deny that annotations made by the users are important. 
Simply, social tagging comes after the product has been 
developed and published and has different goals. It may be 

used, for example, to assess the effectiveness of intended 
value communication.  

We envisage several possible ways in which the 
annotation could be used including: 

• retrieval and selection/filtering of resources or part 
of them on the base of intended embodied values. It 
may be possible, for example, to annotate specific 
fragments of a multimodal resource with intended 
values and then retrieve the fragments using the 
values as keywords; 

• reuse of a resource for new goals or contexts (i.e., 
repurposing). The identification and value annotation 
of multimodal fragments enables a designer to reuse 
the content of the fragment for new goals/objectives 
or in new communication contexts; 

• exploitation of design knowledge embodied within 
an artifact for new products. Linking values to 
fragments is a way to explicitly represent how values 
are communicated in that artifact. This knowledge is 
design knowledge that may be used as inspirational 
for innovative products and design solutions; 

• construction of a shared data base of value 
annotation resources that can be used as a ground 
base or training set for automatic recognition of 
values or for scientific research. 

IV. THE VALUEML LANGUAGE 

A. Language requirements 
The following is an initial list of requirements for the 

development of a language for value annotation. They are 
based on an understanding of the needs arising from concrete 
scenarios of manual annotation of multimodal texts. We have 
structured requirements according to a specific model of 
annotation that distinguishes among: 1) annotated data (i.e., 
the subject or target of the annotation), 2) the annotating 
data (i.e., the object or body of the annotation), 3) the 
annotation relation (i.e., a predicate that defines the type of 
relationship existing between annotated and annotating data) 
and 4) the context in which the annotation is made [27]: 

• Annotated data. The desired language should allow 
the annotator to associate values to an entire resource 
or to specific parts of it at different aggregation 
levels. This requires a mechanism for addressing 
spatiotemporal segments of the resource (e.g., a part 
of an image, text section, video or audio segment). In 
addition, it should be possible to annotate different 
semiotic modalities (e.g., written texts, spoken 
words, still images, music, videos). Values can be 
communicated in sequence or in parallel (i.e., 
simultaneously); within a single modality or multiple 
modalities so the language is requested to provide 
means to address all these possibilities.  

• Annotating data. The desired language should allow 
the annotator to use a wide range of value types (i.e., 
categories) and taxonomies. We are interested in 
moral, ethical, political, aesthetic, and cultural 
values. As discussed in the previous sections any 
attempt to standardize the description of values using 
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a finite set of fixed descriptors is doomed to failure: 
even scientists cannot agree on the numbers of 
relevant values, or on the names that should be given 
to them. Given this lack of agreement on value 
descriptors and classification, the only practical way 
to tackle this problem is to allow annotators to "plug 
in" vocabularies that they consider appropriate for 
their applications. As a consequence, the language 
should be sufficiently flexible and modular so that 
the appropriate vocabulary of descriptors for the 
target use can be chosen. The aim is also to make 
scientific concepts of values practically applicable. 
Available alternatives that have been developed in 
literature are not sufficiently known, so people 
generally use a restricted set of not well defined 
values without asking themselves if they are the 
most appropriate choices for the application at hand. 

• Annotation relation. It should be possible to 
explicitly represent the functional role played by the 
object with respect to the target of annotation. 
Moreover, the language should allow the annotator 
to represent means-ends relationships linking values 
to their material realization in the given resource. A 
means-ends chain can be followed in two directions: 
top down from a value to specific resource features 
in order to understand how the value has been 
materialized in the resource; bottom up, from 
specific features to values in order to understand why 
the resource has been design the way it is. This 
information can be used to unfold design knowledge 
embodied in a given resource. In addition, if values 
are viewed as a kind of meaning then they may be 
dispersed across content (e.g., narratives, denotative 
and connotative meanings) as well as expression 
(e.g., visual and auditory qualities). As an example, 
brand values and brand ethos could be 
communicated by a storyline while aesthetic values 
by the product look and feel. 

• Context. The language should allow the 
representation of contextual information including: i) 
general metadata regarding the type of annotated 
resource, its location, the author of the annotation, 
the intention and the method of annotation, etc. ii) a 
measure of relevance (importance) of a given value 
with respect to the other values within the same 
resource; iii) a measure of confidence in the 
accuracy of the annotation. It should be noted that 
the expression of a value in an informational 
resource may be masked by another one, it may be 
inhibited, minimized or even exaggerated. Therefore, 
the human annotator needs to indicate the degree of 
importance and confidence that a certain attribution 
is correct. 

Additional requirements regard: i) a compatibility with 
the broad range of existing value theories; ii) the 
interoperability of the desired language, i.e., the possibility to 
embed it in other markup languages (e.g., EmotionML, 
SMIL); iii) extensibility, i.e., the possibility to extend the 
language in order to satisfy future use cases and thus avoid 

rapid obsolescence. The following section describes the main 
features of a draft language proposal intended to satisfy most 
of the above design requirements. 

B. Language syntax and semantic  
In developing the ValueML language we take inspiration 

to the recent W3C initiative of EmotionML for the 
annotation of emotions [8]. ValueML may be seen as a 
complementary tool for describing experiential and socio-
cultural aspects of web resources. The language uses an 
XML-based syntax. Table I illustrates the main elements of a 
document structure. The root element of a standalone 
ValueML document must be <valueml>. It may contain a 
single <info> element, providing metadata regarding the 
annotated information resource such as, for example, its 
media type, name, description, or web location. The <info> 
element may be followed by the declaration of a controlled 
vocabulary specifying the set of value labels (or categories) 
that can be used in the annotation. We draw on existing 
literature to propose the set of value categories. One or more 
value annotations may follow that are self-contained within 
the <value> element. One of the envisaged uses of 
ValueML is to be used in the context of other markup 
languages. In such cases, there will be no <valueml> root 
element, but <value> elements will be used directly in 
other markup. In order to address these cases the <value> 
element has been provided with the attribute 
"vocabulary-set" for specifying the URI of the external 
vocabulary to be used. Each value annotation includes two 
children elements namely the <category> and the 
<reference>. The <category> element has three 
attributes (see Table II). The attribute "name" is used to 
specify a value. Its content must be an item of a controlled 
vocabulary (internal or external to the document). 

The attribute "relevance" is used to express the 
relative importance of the value with respect to other values 
embodied within the resource. This information is described 
by a floating-point number in the close interval [0,1]. Finally, 
the attribute "confidence" is used by the annotator to 
express his or her confidence that the annotating value is 
correct. Again, this information is described by a floating-
point number in the close interval [0,1].  

Similarly, the <reference> element has three 
attributes (see Table III). The attribute "uri" is used to refer 
to the annotated resource or part of it. Its content must be a 
Media Fragment URI [28] consisting in four parts: 

<scheme name>:<hierarchical part> 
[?<query>] [#<fragment>] 
There are, therefore, two possibilities for representing the 

media fragment addressing URIs: the URI query part, or the 
URI fragment part. For dynamic resources such as sound 
objects or videos, segments are represented by time intervals. 
An interval is denoted by specifying begin and end times, 
e.g., t=t1,t2 where ti is expressed in seconds and 
milliseconds according to NPT (Normal Play Time). For 
static resources such as images, segments are represented by 
regions. A region is denoted by a rectangular selection, e.g., 
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xywh, where x,y represent the top, left corner of the selection 
and w and h denote width and high, respectively. 

The attribute "role" specifies the type of relationship 
existing between the annotated and annotating information. 
Currently, we suggest two possible instances: a value is 
signified by a resource or a value is expressed by the 
resource. The rationale is that we adopt a semiotic stance 
according to which an information object can be viewed as a 
structured system of signs constituted by a content layer (the 
signified) and an expression layer (the signifier).  

Finally, the attribute "modality" can be used to 
describe how the value is communicated. It allows the 
annotator to specify the representational modality used for 
value communication (e.g., written text, sound objects, 
images or videos) and the specific features that are used for 
the task. As an instance, an image can be read in terms of 
plastic features (i.e., shapes, colors, textures, positions, 
orientations, sizes) or in terms of figurative elements (i.e., 
the objects, persons, actions, and scenes depicted in the 
image). Both kinds of readings may by used to convey 
values. Currently, we have identified a limited set of possible 
instances of the "modality" attribute including: by 
storylineContent, by imageExpression, by imageContent, by 
soundObjectContent, to name but a few. Tables II and III 
summarize the main features of the above discussion. Table 
IV illustrates the main elements used by ValueML to define 
a value vocabulary as a list of items representing value 
categories. The <info> element can be used to specify 
metadata associated to the vocabulary, e.g., the scope and 
purpose of the inventory. Currently, the type of vocabulary 
must be a categorical one. 

V. CASE STUDIES 
In order to assess the feasibility of value annotation with 

ValueML in concrete cases we focused on annotation of 
video commercials. Video commercials are a particular 
subclass of audio-visual resources that are characterized by 
specific properties in terms of: purpose, form, editorial 
context and use. Generally speaking, video commercials are 
designed to promote goods, services, ideas, brands or 
persons (e.g., politicians). This can be done by using several 
forms of appeal (i.e., logos, ethos and pathos) and different 
rhetorical strategies including analytical (e.g., logical 
argumentation) and narrative processing (e.g., storytelling) 
[29]. In particular, it has been shown that narrative 
advertising is particularly effective in persuasion (e.g., belief 
change) due to the transportation effect that has been studied 
and empirically demonstrated by [30].  

To give an example of value annotation, we have 
selected two paradigmatic cases. The first case - the Citroen 
BX ad campaign - is a narrative video promoting a specific 
model of car by describing an experience of use of the good. 
The second case - the Thai Insurance ad campaign - is a 
narrative video that does not advertise a specific product or 
service but is aimed at communicating the core values of the 
Thai Insurance brand using a story. The following sections 
describe each case in detail. In both cases annotation is 
preceded by an analysis of the clips that is driven by a 

semiotic metamodel of the video as discussed in [27] [31]. 
The metamodel distinguishes four interrelated levels of 
analysis (Figure 3): i) the textual level representing the 
concrete/physical manifestation of the video content in terms 
of audio-visual features; ii) the discourse level referring to 
thematic, figurative, rhetorical aspects; iii) a shallow 
narrative level describing the story told by the video in terms 
of abstract roles (called actants) and narrative schemes (e.g., 
the narrative canonical scheme), and, iv) a deep narrative 
level that uses a specific tool called semiotic square to 
articulate deep semantic meanings such as narrative values 
(axiology). Signification unfolds by crossing these levels 
from shallow features of the video to the most abstract and 
deep ones. This metamodel is particular interesting because 
it explicitly represents the values inscribed in the product and 
relates these values to the storyline content and expression 
(i.e., sensorial qualities). Value annotation concerns the deep 
Semio-Narrative level. 

A. The Citroen BX ad campaign 
The clip selected for analysis and annotation represents a 

well-known ad campaign by Citroen [32]. It was produced in 
1982 to advertise the BX model. The video lasts 47 s. It is 
constituted by a sequence of 18 shots. The narrative is based 
on a valorization process. By this term we intend a process 
by means of which an object/service (a car model in this 
case) is staged in a way that emphasizes (i.e., gives value to) 
some attributes of the object with respect to others according 
to specific consumer's values. Therefore, content annotation 
must be based on a classification of this kind of values. A 
possible choice is the model proposed by Floch [20].  

 

 
Figure 3.  A schematic view of the metamodel used for the analysis of 

narrative video commercials.  

In his model, consumer's values are classified into four 
classes namely, practical, critical, utopian and ludic values. 
They represent the vertices of a semiotic square (see the 
bottom of Figure 3). Briefly: practical values refer to utility, 
usefulness; critical values to convenience, performance, 
quality; utopian values to identity, reflection, social relations, 
and ludic values to surprise, madness, astonishment, irony 
and pleasure including aesthetic pleasure. 
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TABLE I.  MAIN ELEMENTS OF A VALUEML DOCUMENT STRUCTURE. 

Annotation <valueml>  

Definition 
 

The root element of a ValueML 
document. 

Children 

The element may contain a single 
<info> element providing metadata 
about the annotated resource. It may 
contain one or more <vocabulary> 
elements. It may contain one or more 
<value> elements. 

Attributes 

Required: 
• version: indicates the version of 

the specification to be used in the 
document. Documents using this 
specification must use 1.0 for the 
value. 

• namespace: declaration for 
ValueML. 

Occurence 
This is the root element; it cannot occur 
as a child of any other ValueML 
element. 

 
Annotation <value>  

Definition 
 

This element represents a single value 
annotation. 

Children 
The element must contain a single 
<category> element followed by a 
<reference> element. 

Attributes 

Optional: 
• vocabulary-set: a URI 

indicating an external repository of 
value vocabularies and the specific 
vocabulary to be used. Note: this 
attribute is requires if no 
vocabulary is declared within the 
ValueML document. 

Occurence As a child of <valueml> element. 

 

TABLE II.  THE <CATEGORY> ELEMENT. 

Annotation <category>  

Definition 
 

Description of a value using a category 
name. 

Children None. 

Attributes 

Required: 
• name: indicates the name of a 

value category, which must be 
contained in the declared 
vocabulary. 

Optional: 
• relevance: specifies the 

importance of a value. It must be a 
floating-point number in the closed 
interval [0,1]. 

• confidence: the annotator's 
confidence that the annotation 
given for this category is correct. It 
must be a floating-point number in 
the closed interval [0,1]. 

 
Occurence As a child of the <value> element. 

 
 

TABLE III.  THE <REFERENCE> ELEMENT. 

Annotation <reference>  

Definition 
 

This element is used to relate a value to 
the annotated resource or part of it. 

Children None. 

Attributes 

Required: 
• uri: a URI indicating the actual 

reference target. The URI may be 
extended by a media fragment or a 
media query. 

Optional: 
• role: specifies the type of relation 

between the value and the external 
item referred to. Its content must be 
one of "signified_by", 
"expressed_by". 

• modality: describes the modality 
through which a value is signified 
or expressed. Possible instances are 
"by_storylineContent", 
"by_imageExpression", 
"by_imageContent", 
"by_soundObjectContent", 
"by_soundObjectExpressio
n". Note: the above list is an open 
set to allow for a more fine-grained 
distinctions. 

Occurence As a child of <value> element. 

 
 
 

TABLE IV.  THE <VOCABULARY> AND <ITEM> ELEMENTS. 

Annotation <vocabulary>  

Definition 
 

This element contains the definition of a 
value vocabulary. 

Children 

A <vocabulary> element must 
contain one or more <item> elements. 
It may contain a single <info> element 
providing metadata about the vocabulary 
itself. 

Attributes 

Required: 
• id: a unique vocabulary identifier. 
Optional: 
• type: must be "category".  

Occurence As a child of <valueml> element. 

 
Annotation <item>  

Definition 
 

This element represents the definition of 
one vocabulary item. 

Children None. 

Attributes 

Required: 
• name: a name for the item, used to 

refer to this item in the 
<category> element. 

Occurence 
As a child of <vocabulary> element. 
Note: a vocabulary must contain at least 
one <item> element. 
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In the considered video clip, values are communicated as 
follows: 

• the first segment of the video (time interval: [0 s, 33 
s]; 14 shots) represents practical values (see Figure 
4). A red car leaves Paris at midnight (Minuit, Paris 
...) under the rain. After 8 hours it gets to the sea (... 
8 heures, la mer). The car is presented as a safe, 
confortable, and quick mean to escape from the 
everyday city life. Onboard a young lady, takes off 
her hat, smiling. An off screen voice (by Julien 
Clerc) sings: "J'aime, J'aime, J'aime"; 

 

 
Figure 4.  Four key frames of the first segment of the video clip 

representing practical values. 

 

Figure 5.  Two key frames of the second segment of the video clip 
representing ludic values. 

 

Figure 6.  A key frame of the final segment of the video clip representing 
utopian values. 

• a following segment (time interval: [34 s, 40 s]; 3 
shots) is used to communicate ludic values (see 
Figure 5). The car suddenly dives in the sea without 
it could be possible to attribute this mad action to the 
driver that is never shown. The plunge, unexpected 
and irrational, represents the negation of practical 
values shown in the previous segment; 

• a final segment (time interval: [41 s, 47 s]; one shot) 
represents utopian values (see Figure 6). Here, the 
car (Citroen BX) is no more an instrument, it is a 
subject, it lives (Citroen BX. Elle vit.). 

Figure 7 shows the semiotic square used to represent the 
logical articulation of a basic opposition between practical 
and utopian valorizations. Arrows represent the trajectory of 
values expressed by the Citroen BX clip during presentation. 
Practical and ludic values are communicated through the 
visual track, while the utopian valorization is explicitly 
expressed by a voice over. 

 

 
Figure 7.  Semiotic square of consumer values  

Figure 8 shows an example of annotation of the 
considered video clip using the ValueML. 

Some observations are worth mentioning. First, the 
controlled vocabulary used for the annotation - the Floch's 
classification - has been defined within the document itself 
using the <vocabulary> element. The relevance of the 
annotating value has been assigned on the base of the time 
span of the video segment to which the value is associated. 
Therefore, values associated to longer video segments have a 
greater relevance with respect to values associated to shorter 
ones. This is a raw estimation of relevance that does not take 
into account other aspects such as, for example, the presence 
of multiple modalities communicating the same value within 
a segment.  

Confidence is high. The rationale is that the discovery of 
values and the association of values to specific video 
segments is based on the availability of the original script 
and critical essays about the considered video that provide 
the main source of annotation knowledge [20]. Therefore, we 
consider the annotation as a correct annotation. Annotated 
segments are represented by query segments. This choice 
produces a new resource and allows for transcoding 
activities. Therefore, if a URI query addresses a single frame 
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out of a longer video it can be transcoded into a still image. 
This is not possible with URI fragments [28]. 

 

 
Figure 8.  Annotation of the BX video clip with ValueML. 

B. Thai Life Insurance ad campaign 
The video commercial [33] represents a snapshot of the 

daily life of a young man, his encounters and emotional 
experiences. It lasts 3 minutes and it is constituted by a 
sequence of 76 shots. Because there is not a specific object to 
be promoted, we refer here, for the annotation, to the 
classification of universal values proposed by Schwartz [13]. 
Figure 9 shows the declaration of the relative vocabulary 
using ValueML. This example is aimed at showing how the 
markup language can be used to define an external repository 
of value vocabularies.  

One problem we encountered during the analysis of the 
Thai clip regards how to assign values to the events of the 
story in a way that could be sufficiently "objective" and 
reproducible. The idea was to exploit the link existing 
between values and behaviors. To this end, we used the 
Portrait Values Questionnaire (hereafter, PVQ) developed by 
Schwartz for the measurement of users' values [34]. The 
PVQ uses a list of forty portraits, each one describing what 
is important for a hypothesized male or female individual 
and what he/she likes. For the sake of clarity the following 
are four examples of portraits (the numbers reflect their 
position in the original PVQ list): 

P-1: thinking up new ideas, and being creative is 
important to him. He likes to do things in his own original 
way; 

P-2: it is important to him to be rich. He wants to have a 
lot of money and expensive things. 

P-12: it is very important to him to help people around 
him. He wants to care for their well-being; 

P-19: he strongly believes that people should care for 
nature. Looking after the environment is important for him. 

  

 
Figure 9.  Definition of a repository of value vocabularies with ValueML. 

In value surveys, the PVQ is used by asking users to 
mark the portraits that better reflect themselves. An 
algorithm is then executed to map answers with value 
categories. As an instance, portrait P-1 above is associated to 
self direction; P-2 to power, P-12 to benevolence, and P-19 
to universalism. We re-purpose the tool for content analysis 
by using it to characterize the behavior of characters in a 
narrative. In other words, instead of using the PVQ for the 
analysis of users we employ it for the analysis of the main 
characters in narratives. The method we have 
envisaged/foreseen for this task can be summarized as 
follows: 

Step 1: decompose the video into its constituent shots, 
then aggregate shots into scenes on the base of the unity of 
intent or action/behavior of the characters represented in the 
shots;  

Step 2: use the PVQ list of portraits to characterize each 
scene obtained in the previous step. This step exploits the 
strong association existing between portraits and expected 
behaviors. The annotator is assumed to perform an abduction 
process to infer a portrait on the base of observed behaviors 
in the video; 

Step 3: map portraits and relative scenes with their 
associated values according to the PVQ algorithm;  

Step 4: evaluate the relevance of each value by 
computing the total time of occurrence of the value (i.e., the 
sum of the time duration of all the scenes/shots in which the 
related behaviors are presented) with respect to the duration 
of the whole clip. 

The application of the method has been supported by the 
use of the ELAN tool [35]. Results indicate that three main 
values are inscribed in the commercial video namely 
universalism (relevance: 19%), benevolence (relevance: 
38%) and tradition (relevance: 12%). Figure 10 shows key 
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frames extracted from scenes showing behaviors associated 
to these values. 

Figure 11 illustrates a fragment of the video annotation 
using ValueML. 

 

 
Figure 10.  Key frames obtained from scenes that represent specific values: 

universalism (top frames), benevolence (middle frames) and tradition 
(bottom frames). 

Some observations are worth mentioning. First, the 
definition of an external repository of vocabularies (see 
Figure 9) allows the annotator to potentially use different 
vocabularies in the same document. Notice that a URI 
fragment is used to specify a vocabulary as the content of the 
"vocabulary-set" attribute in each <value> element. 
Second, each value is communicated by one or more 
portraits that are spread over several scenes. Benevolence, 
for example, is associated to five different portraits that are 
well represented in several scenes/shots of the video. These 
portraits are: 

P-3: he thinks it is important that every person in the 
world be treated equally. He believes everyone should have 
equal opportunities in life; 

P-19: he strongly believes that people should care for 
nature. Looking after the environment is important to him; 

P-23: he believes all the worlds' people should live in 
harmony. Promoting peace among all groups in the world is 
important to him; 

P-29: He wants everyone to be treated justly, even people 
he doesn't know. It is important to him to protect the weak in 
society; 

P-40: it is important to him to adapt to nature and to fit 
into it. He believes that people should not change nature.  

The main consequence is that a value category is 
associated to more than one reference element in the 
annotation.  

Third, the modality attribute can be further specialized by 
taking into account the specific component of a storyline 
content that is used, in the clip, to express the value (in this 
case the main character's behavior).  

Another observation concerns the audio track of the 
video. This is composed by a combination of music, effects 
and voice over. The voice over contributes to the 
communication of the values but in a very different way: it 
does not express the intended value by a description of the 
associated behavior but through the negation of the opposite 
behavior (or portrait). 

 

 
Figure 11.  Partial example of annotation of the Thai clip. 

As an instance, the voice over of the Thai clip says :"He 
does not want to be rich" referring to the character of the 
story. This expresses an opposite value with respect to power 
(a value associated to the portrait P3: he wants to be rich). 
Looking at the Schwartz circle of values the opposite of 
power is universalism that is coherent to what is 
communicated by the visual track. The problem of coherence 
of meaning expressed by different modalities is a critical 
issue during the design of a multimedia and a useful source 
of redundancy for annotators during analysis and annotation.  

Another dimension of coherence concerns the degree of 
localization of the video commercial. Are the values 
embodied in the clip adapted to the Thai Culture? If we refer 
to the characterization of national cultures made by 
Hofstede's theory [36] then the answer is definitely yes. 
Thailand is considered a nation that scores very low in 
individualism and masculinity. This means that the society 
fosters strong relationships where everyone takes 
responsibility for fellow members of their group and that 
dominant values are caring for others and the quality of life. 
These characteristics are coherent with the values of 
universalism and benevolence that we discover in the clip. 
Therefore, the video features a high degree of localization.  

A final observation regards the effects of the values 
inscribed within informational resources. In the following we 
shall report a comment to the Thai clip made by a subject 
after having viewed the video on YouTube:  

"This video touched me on an unthinkable level so much 
that I'm almost reevaluating my life right now on how I can 
do nicer things to people. I strongly believe they should 
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show this to as many people around the world no matter 
what religious beliefs or race or language they speak" 

This is an example of consequential effect as described 
in Section III. 

VI. DISCUSSION 
We are actually experimenting the use of the ValueML 

language with a dataset of commercial videos collected from 
the web. The dataset includes videos advertising objects or 
services as well as videos that campaign for or against 
something, e.g., for preserving the environment or against 
bullying, and videos that communicate brand personality or 
identity. The aim is to validate the proposed markup 
language, to obtain insights about how to refine the language 
and to reach a better understanding of some critical aspects 
regarding the communication of values through video 
commercials.  

The experiments show that specific pairs of valorizations 
very often come together. As an instance, a practical value is 
often accompanied by a critical one: the advertised good is 
not only valorized by emphasizing its utility and function but 
it is usually compared to other goods by presenting its 
characteristic features and benefits. Analogously, utopian 
valorizations are often presented with ludic ones. Although 
the current version of the ValueML allows the association of 
more than one value to the same segment of a clip, it seems 
to us that the simultaneous presence of these pairs introduces 
a precise semantic meaning that cannot be captured by the 
simple sum of the meanings of its component parts. By 
looking at recent semiotic literature, we found that Semprini 
proposed a classification of consumer's values that could be 
useful to address the above problem [37] [38]. The proposal, 
called "semiotic mapping of consumer's values", follows a 
dimensional approach and uses two pairs of values 
(borrowed from the Floch's inventory) to represent a bi-
dimensional continuous space of possible valorizations. Four 
aggregated values emerge, that correspond to the four 
quadrants of the space. These are: information (practical and 
critical values); mission (critical and utopian values), project 
(utopian and ludic values), and euphoria (ludic and practical 
values). Semprini's model is interesting for its semantic 
interoperability with respect to the Floch's one. However, in 
order to exploit this feature the actual version of the 
ValueML language should be enriched by allowing the 
definition of dimensional models of values that are currently 
not yet supported. Another open issue regards the modality 
attribute. The experiments with narrative videos show that 
values can be expressed not only through the characters' 
behaviors as shown in the Thai clip but also by means of 
other narrative elements such as, for example, the kind of 
space and time represented in the story: the setting, the 
personality of the characters, the relations existing between 
the characters, the expressed passions, emotions, and events. 
Therefore, there is the need to further develop and articulate 
the set of possible modalities in order to take into account 
these possibilities. 

An interesting open issue regards the links existing 
between values and emotions. According to appraisal theory 
[39], emotions are generated by the evaluation (an appraisal 

process) of a given situation, object, action (a stimulus) with 
respect to a personal value, goal, aesthetic or ludic 
preference, and expectations (a concern). This fact opens up 
the possibility of hypothesizing the value, given the emotion 
and the stimulus. This is important if we want to embed the 
ValueML in other languages such as the EmotionML 
language [8]. Are annotated emotions coherent with 
annotated values? Is it possible to infer the values from 
represented emotions (and vice-versa)?  

As shown in Section V, the annotation of values can be 
exploited in cross-cultural design to select the resource that 
best match the culture of the destination audience. Moreover, 
the explicit representation of how a value has been inscribed 
in the information resource is valuable information for 
multimodal designers and a source of inspiration for the 
development of new resources [27]. Analogously, the 
annotation can be exploited to assess the consistency of the 
values communicated through a collection of advertisement 
products belonging to the same ad campaign or to study the 
diachronic evolution of valorizations of a brand in a given 
time interval. As an instance, it can be shown that Benetton 
started its ad campaigns in the 60s by exploiting practical 
and critical values then it moves towards ludic valorizations 
(in the 80s), and to utopian values in the 90s.  

Finally, the presentation of the ValueML made in Section 
IV left a number of technical problems unsolved.  

It is unclear, for example, if it is better to use continuous 
or discrete, unipolar or bipolar, scales for representing 
relevance and confidence. The current choice, a continuous 
unit-less scale such as [0,1], may be overly restricted. Human 
annotators often use a set of discrete labels such as a five-
point Likert scale ("very low", "medium low", ... ," medium 
high", "very high"). Temporal intervals are currently 
represented using start and end time points that are measured 
with respect to the beginning of a clip. This is consistent with 
similar conventions used in other XML languages such as 
SMIL. Time instants are specified using the normal play 
code. Alternatives are SMPTE time code or real world clock 
time. Another problem regards the association of the same 
value to multiple time intervals. Should it be made using 
different value elements and media fragment URIs (one for 
each segment) or by a single value element and media 
fragment URI (see Figure 11)?  

We have postponed a final decision about these topics 
after the acquisition of more knowledge. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we address an aspect that has not been 

tackled before, namely, analysing and annotating web 
resources with embedded values. To this end, we propose a 
markup language, called ValueML, and illustrate its use in 
two paradigmatic cases. Some specifications are still sub 
optimal, such as the specification of multiple vocabularies; 
other aspects are currently missing but will be likely required 
by annotators such as the use of dimensional models of 
values or the use of qualitative scales. Nevertheless, 
experiments with video commercials have confirmed the 
feasibility of the approach and the effectiveness of this 
preliminary version of the language. 
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We highlight some aspects of the approach that we deem 
important. First, our interest is on model-based annotation 
made by professionals during resource production [27]. The 
term model-based is used, here, to stress the fact that analysis 
and annotation are driven by a metamodel of the genre of 
resource to be annotated (see Figure 3) and exploit 
theoretically founded value taxonomies. These tasks require 
specific competencies and a particular analytic sensibility 
since values are often embedded within implicit features of a 
resource (e.g., its atmosphere) that are not easily accessible 
by non expert people. The annotator may be the 
author/designer of the resource. In fact, she is in a privileged 
position to provide annotating knowledge. Other possibilities 
include multimedia critics, semioticians, commentators. If 
the interpretation is not the designer's one, then it should be, 
at least, an interpretation that the designer would consider as 
a possible one. The consequence is that for the same 
resource, several annotations could exist, each one 
representing a specific interpretation according to the 
interests, the perspective and the value taxonomy used by the 
annotator.  

Second, manual annotation is time-consuming but the 
experiments with video commercials we have worked out 
showed that it is a feasible approach due to the limited time 
extension of these genres of media artifacts. The effort is 
largely rewarded by the benefits we may obtain that are 
numerous. In the field of Brand Marketing and 
Communication, for example, the use of ValueML allows 
producers to explicitly represent the brand identity core 
values that are inscribed within an advertising message. As a 
consequence, ad resources can be selected, compared, and 
aggregated to made portfolios on the base of embedded 
values. Moreover, value annotation makes is easier to 
evaluate the degree of consistency of ad messages 
communicated by different resources belonging to the same 
ad campaign or through different brand signals (e.g., product 
design, packaging, testimonials, flagship stores and 
exhibitions). In the field of Cross-Cultural Design, value 
annotation makes it easier to select the resource that best 
match a given context of use, i.e., a resource that could 
resonate with the values of the target consumers or with the 
values of a destination culture. In addition, the ValueML 
language allows the annotator to unfold design knowledge 
embedded within a resource. It allows, for example, to use 
the "modality" attribute in order to explain how a value is 
inscribed within the ad message. This is inspirational for 
designers who may exploit these insights for addressing new 
design problems. We claim that this kind of knowledge can 
be exploited also for automatic recognition of values. This is 
in line with a growing interest in automatic understanding of 
images and video advertisements as reported, for example, in 
[40]. Having a dataset of professionally annotated video 
commercials can be used, in the future, as a ground truth for 
supervised learning techniques. To this end, we claim that 
model based annotation could provide better results with 
respect to current approaches based on the exploitation of 
Amazon Mechanical Turk annotators. 

Finally, the use of ValueML may help designers to better 
focalize their attention on the ethical aspects embodied in 

their products, and the final consumers to become more 
aware of the technological mediation effect produced by 
persuasive messages. 

Our current work is devoted to enrich our dataset of 
annotated resources with new cases. We think that this phase 
is needed for stabilizing the language in a form suitable for 
final formalization. A further step will be the design and 
implementation of an ontology to define the terms of the 
ValueML language, to relate the terms to one another, and to 
define mappings between value vocabularies when possible. 
We are also investigating opportunities for promoting the 
standardization of the ValueML as a recommended format 
for value representation. 
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Abstract—Many big data and large-scale cloud applications are
written in Java or are built using Java-based frameworks.
Typically, application instances are running in a data center
on many virtual machines which requires scalable and effi-
cient network communication. In this paper, we present the
practical experience of designing an extensible Java network
subsystem, called DXNet, providing fast object de-/serialization,
automatic connection management and zero-copy messaging.
Additionally, we present a Java.nio-based transport for DXNet,
called EthDXNet, to efficiently utilize Ethernet networks. The
proposed design uses a zero-copy send and receive approach
for asynchronous messages and requests/responses. DXNet is
optimized for small messages (< 100 bytes) in order to sup-
port graph-based applications, but also works well with larger
messages (e.g., 8 MB). DXNet is available on GitHub, and its
modular design is open for different transport implementations
currently supporting Ethernet and InfiniBand. EthDXNet is based
on Java.nio socket channels complemented by application-level
flow control to achieve low latency and high throughput for 10
GBit/s and faster Ethernet networks. Furthermore, a scalable
automatic connection management and a low-overhead interest
handling provide efficient network communication for dozens of
servers, even for small messages (< 100 bytes) and an all-to-all
communication pattern. The evaluation with micro-benchmarks
and the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) shows the
efficiency and scalability with up to 64 virtual machines in the
Microsoft Azure cloud. Furthermore, DXNet achieves request-
response latencies sub 10 µs (round trip) including object de-
/serialization, as well as a maximum throughput of more than 9
GByte/s on a private cluster (using InfiniBand).

Keywords–Message passing; Ethernet networks; InfiniBand;
Java; Cloud computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is an extended version of the conference pa-
per "Scalable Messaging for Java-based Cloud Applications"
published at ICNS 2018 [1].

Big data processing is emerging in many application do-
mains of which many are developed in Java or are based
on Java frameworks [2][3][4]. Typically, these big data ap-
plications aggregate the resources of many virtual machines
in cloud data centers (on demand). For data exchange and
coordination of application instances, an efficient network
transport is essential. Fortunately, public cloud data centers
already provide 10 GBit/s Ethernet, 56 GBit/s InfiniBand and
faster.

Java applications have different options for exchanging
data between Java servers, ranging from high-level Remote

Method Invocation (RMI) [5] to low-level byte streams using
Java sockets [6] or the Message Passing Interface (MPI)
[7]. However, none of the mentioned possibilities offer high
performance messaging, elastic automatic connection manage-
ment, advanced multi-threaded message handling and object
serialization all together.

In this paper, we propose DXNet, a network messaging
system which addresses all of these requirements. DXNet
is a network library for Java-based applications which has
originally been designed for DXRAM [8] a distributed in-
memory key-value store and DXGraph [9] a graph processing
framework built on top of DXRAM. We provide DXNet as
a standalone library through GitHub [10] as we think it is
useful for many other Java-based big data applications. DXNet
is extensible by transport implementations to support different
network interconnects. In this paper, we also present the Eth-
ernet transport implementation for DXNet, called EthDXNet.
The Ethernet transport is based on Java.nio and provides
high throughput and low latency networking over Ethernet
connections.

The contributions of this paper are:

• the DXNet architecture (highly concurrent and trans-
port agnostic)

• zero-copy, parallel de-/serialization of Java objects

• lock-free, event-driven message handling

• scalable automatic connection management

• zero-copy approach for sending and receiving data
over socket channels

• efficient socket channel interest handling

• evaluations with 5 GBit/s Ethernet (with up to 64
VMs in the Microsoft Azure cloud) and 56 GBit/s
InfiniBand networks

The evaluation shows that DXNet efficiently handles high
loads with dozens of application threads concurrently sending
and receiving messages. Synchronous request/response pat-
terns can be processed in sub 10 µs Round-Trip Time (RTT)
with InfiniBand transport (including object de-/serialization).
Also, high throughput is achieved even with smaller payloads,
i.e., bandwidth saturation with 1-2 KB payload on InfiniBand
and 256-byte payload on Ethernet. Furthermore, the evaluation
shows that EthDXNet scales well while per-node message
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throughput and request-response latency is constant from 2 to
64 nodes, even in an high-load all-to-all scenario (worst case).

The structure of the paper is as follows: after discussing
related work, we present an overview of DXNet in Section III.
In Section IV, we describe the lock-free Outgoing Ring Buffer
followed by the concurrent serialization in Section V. The next
section explains the event-driven processing of incoming data.
Section VII presents thread parking strategies. In Section VIII,
we describe the sending and receiving procedure of EthDXNet,
followed by a presentation of the connection management in
Section IX. Section X focuses on the flow control imple-
mentation and Section XI on the interest handling. Transport
implementations for InfiniBand and Loopback are described in
Section XII. Evaluation results are discussed in Section XIII,
followed by the conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss related work for this paper.
DXNet combines high-level thread and connection manage-
ment and a concurrent object de-/serialization with lock-free,
event-driven message handling and zero-copy data transfer
over Ethernet and InfiniBand (extensible). To the best of our
knowledge, no other Java-based network library provides this
communication semantics. We compare DXNet with the most
relevant related work, only.

A. DSM

Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) is re-gaining attraction
due to fast networks supporting RDMA but is not an option
for most existing Java applications because it requires many
modifications within the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and its
memory management [11]. Furthermore, despite all advantages
modern networks provide, DSM systems have limited scalabil-
ity because of their transparent implicit communication [12].

B. Java RMI

Java’s RMI [5] provides a high-level mechanism to trans-
parently invoke methods of objects on a remote machine,
similar to Remote Procedure Calls (RPC). Parameters are auto-
matically de-/serialized, and references result in a serialization
of the object itself and all reachable objects (transitive closure),
which can be costly [13]. Missing classes can be loaded from
remote servers during RMI calls which is very flexible but
introduces even more complexity and overhead. The built-in
serialization is known to be slow and not very space efficient
[13][14]. Furthermore, method calls are always blocking.

Manta [15] improves runtime costs of RMI by using a
native static compiler. KaRMI [16], a drop-in replacement
for Java RMI, is implemented in Java without any native
code supporting standard Ethernet. KaRMI also replaces Java’s
built-in serialization reducing overhead and improving overall
performance. DXNet does not provide transparent remote
method calls but an efficient parallel serialization which avoids
copying memory. DXNet is primarily designed for parallel
applications and high concurrency, RMI for Web applications
and services.

C. MPI

MPI is the state-of-the-art message passing standard for
parallel high-performance computing and provides very ef-
ficient message passing for primitive, derived, vector and
indexed data types [17]. As MPI’s official support is limited
to C, C++ and Fortran, Java object serialization is not consid-
ered by the standard. Nevertheless, MPI is available for Java
applications through implementations of the MPI standard in
Java [18] or wrappers of a native library [19].

MPI-2 introduced multi-threading for MPI processes [17]
enabling well-known advantages of threads. Prior to MPI-2,
intra-node parallelization demanded the execution of multiple
MPI processes (and the use of more expensive IPC). To enable
multi-threading, the process has to call MPI_init_thread
(instead of MPI_init) and to define the level of thread
support ranging from single-threaded execution over funneled
and serialized multi-threading to complete multi-threaded ex-
ecution (every thread may call MPI methods at any time).
A lot of effort has been put into the latter to provide a
high concurrent performance [20][21]. Still, the performance
is limited compared to a message passing service designed for
multi-threading [20].

One of DXNet’s main application domains are long
running applications with dynamic node addition and re-
moval (not limited to), e.g., distributed key-value stores
or graph storages. The MPI standard defines the re-
quired functionality for adding and removing processes (over
Berkeley Sockets with MPI_Comm_join or by calling
MPI_Open_port and MPI_Comm_accept on the server
and MPI_Comm_connect on the client). Unfortunately, most
recent MPI implementations are still not fully supporting
these features [22][23]. Furthermore, job shut down and crash
handling is also limited [23]. MPI is particularly suitable for
spawning jobs with finite runtime in a static environment.
DXNet, on the other hand, was designed for up- and down-
scaling and handling node failures. In [24], DXNet was used
in the in-memory key-value store DXRAM to examine crash
behavior and scalability.

D. Sockets

High level mechanisms for typical socket-like interfaces
supporting Gigabit Ethernet (and higher) are provided by
Java.nio [25][26], Java Fast Sockets (JFS) [27] or High Perfor-
mance Java Sockets [28]. DXNet uses Java.nio to implement
a transport for commonly used Ethernet networks.

1) Java.nio: The java.io and java.net libraries pro-
vide basic implementations for exchanging data via TCP/IP
and UDP sockets over Input- and OutputStreams [25][6].
To create a TCP/IP connection between two servers, a new
Socket is created and connection established to a remote
IP and port. On the other end, a ServerSocket must
be listening on given IP-port tuple creating a new socket
when accepting an incoming connection-creation request. The
connection creation must be acknowledged from both sides
and can be used to exchange byte arrays by reading/writing
from/to the socket hereafter. While this is sufficient for small
applications with a few connections, this basic approach lacks
several performance-critical optimizations [29] introduced with
Java.nio [25][26]. (1) Instead of byte arrays, the read/write
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Figure 1. Simplified DXNet Architecture.

methods of Java.nio use ByteBuffers, which provide ef-
ficient conversion methods for all primitive data types. (2)
ByteBuffers can be allocated outside of the Java heap allow-
ing system-level I/O operations on the data without copying
as the ByteBuffer is not subject to the garbage collection
outside of the Java heap. This relieves the garbage collector
as well as lowering the overhead with many buffers. (3)
SocketChannels and Selectors enable asynchronous,
non-blocking operations on stream-based sockets. With simple
Java sockets, user-level threads have to poll (a blocking oper-
ation) in order to read data from a socket. Furthermore, when
writing to a socket the thread blocks until the write operation
is finished, even if the socket is not ready. With Java.nio,
operation interests (like READ or WRITE) are registered on
a selector which selects operations when they are ready to be
executed. This enables efficient handling of many connections
with a single thread. The dedicated thread is required to call the
select method of the selector which is blocking if no socket
channel is ready or returns with the number of executable
operations. All available operations (e.g., sending/receiving
data) can be executed by the dedicated thread, afterward.

2) Java Fast Sockets: JFS is an efficient Java commu-
nication middleware for high-performance clusters [27]. It
provides the widely used socket API for a broad range of target
applications and is compatible with standard Java compilers
and VMs. JFS avoids primitive data type array serialization
(JFS does not include a serializer), reduces buffering and
unnecessary copies in the protocol and provides shared mem-
ory communication with an optimized transport protocol for
Ethernet. DXNet provides a highly concurrent serialization for
complex Java objects and primitive data types which avoids
copying/buffering.

III. DXNET

DXNet relieves programmers from connection manage-
ment, provides transferring Java objects (beyond plain Java.nio
stream sockets) and allows the integration of different underly-
ing network transports, currently supporting reliable verbs over
InfiniBand and TCP/IP over Ethernet. In this section, we give
a brief overview of the interfaces and functionality of DXNet
(see Figure 1). Further implementation details can be found in
the GitHub repository [10].

A. Basic Functionality

Automatic connection management. DXNet abstracts
physical network addresses, e.g., IP/Port for Ethernet or GUID

for InfiniBand, by using node IDs. The aforementioned node
address mappings are registered in the library and are mutable
for server up- and downscaling. A new connection is opened
automatically when a message needs to be sent to another
server which is not connected thus far. In case of errors, the
library will throw exceptions to be handled by the application.
Connections are closed based on a recently used strategy, if
the configurable connection limit is exceeded, or in case of
network errors which may be reported by the transport layer
or detected using timeouts, e.g., absent responses.

Sending messages. DXNet sends messages
asynchronously to one or multiple receivers but also provides
blocking requests (to one receiver) which return when the
corresponding response is received (DXNet transparently
manages the association of responses and requests). Messages
are Java objects and serialized by using DXNet’s fast and
concurrent serialization (providing default implementations for
most commonly used objects, see Section V). The serialization
writes directly into the Outgoing Ring Buffer (ORB) which
aggregates messages for high throughput (see Section IV)
and is allocated outside of the Java heap. Sending data is
performed by a decoupled transport thread based on event
signaling. DXNet also includes a flow control mechanism,
which is described in Section X.

Receiving messages. When incoming data is detected by
the network transport, it requests a pooled native memory
buffer and copies the data into the buffer (see Section VI
and Figure 1). By using a native memory buffer, we avoid
burdening the Java garbage collector. The term native is
described in Section IV-C. The buffer containing the received
data is then pushed to the Incoming Buffer Queue (IBQ),
a ring buffer storing references on buffers which are ready
to be deserialized (see Section VI). The buffer pool and the
IBQ are shared among all connections. The buffers of the
IBQ are pulled and processed asynchronously by dedicated
threads. Message processing includes parsing message headers,
creating the message objects and deserializing the payload
data. Finally, the received message is passed back to the
application (as a Java object) using a pre-registered callback
method.

A brief overview of DXNet’s API is shown in Table I.

B. High Throughput and Low Latency

A key objective of DXNet is to provide high throughput
and low latency messaging even for small messages found in
many graph applications, for instance. We achieve this with
a thread-based and event-driven architecture using lock-free
synchronization, zero-copy, and zero-allocation.

Multithreading. All processing steps like serialization,
deserialization, message transfer and processing are handled by
multiple threads which are decoupled through events allowing
high parallelism.

Lock-free event signaling. Dispatching processing events
between threads is implemented using lock-free synchroniza-
tion providing low-latency signaling. CPU load is managed
without impairing latency by parking currently idling threads
(described in Section VII).
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TABLE I. DXNET’S APPLICATION INTERFACE

Method Description
new DXNet(config,nodeMap) initialize/configure (max. connections, server address mappings etc.)
MyMessage extends Message/Request/Response define message (serializable Java object) by implementing three methods

exportObject(exporter) serialize message with predefined methods from exporter
importObject(importer) deserialize message with predefined methods from importer
sizeOfObject() return payload length

sendMessage(message) send message asynchronously (receivers defined in message instance)
sendSync(request,timeout) send request/response synchronously
MyReceiver implements MessageReceiver receive messages/requests as Java objects

onIncomingMessage(message) pre-registered callback handler function

Fast serialization. DXNet implements fast serialization of
complex data structures and writes data directly into an ORB.
Many threads can access the ORB in parallel and ORBs are not
shared between different connections increasing concurrency
even more. The processing of incoming messages is also highly
scalable because of the event-driven architecture.

Zero copy. DXNet does not copy data for messaging
(except de-/serialization). For TCP/IP, we rely on Java’s Direct-
ByteBuffers and for InfiniBand on verbs pinning the buffers
used by DXNet.

Zero allocation. DXNet uses object pooling wherever
possible avoiding time-consuming instance creation and, even
more important, not burdening the Java garbage collector
which may block an application in case of low memory for up
to multiple seconds.

C. Network Transport Interface

DXNet supports different underlying reliable network
transports. The integration of a new transport protocol requires
implementing just five methods:

• signal data availability on connection (callback)

• pull data from ORB and send it

• push received data to IBQ

• setup a connection

• close a connection

Sections VIII to XI present an transport for Ethernet
networks.

IV. LOCK-FREE OUTGOING RING BUFFER

The Outgoing Ring Buffer (ORB) is a key component for
outgoing messages and essential for providing high throughput
and low latency. The latter is achieved by a highly concurrent
approach based on lock-free synchronization.

Each connection has one dedicated ORB allowing concur-
rent processing of different connections. The ORB itself allows
many application threads serializing their outgoing messages
concurrently and directly into the ORB. The ORBs are allo-
cated outside of the Java heap in native memory allowing zero-
copy sending by the network transport. Directly serializing
Java objects into the ORB is more efficient than serializing
each object in a separate buffer and combining them later
by copying these buffers. The ORB preserves message order

as given by the application threads and aggregates implicitly
multiple smaller messages in order to achieve high throughput.
We decided to use lock-free synchronization for concurrency
control which is more complex but highly efficient concerning
latency compared to locks.

A. Basic Lock-Free Approach

The ORB has a configurable but fixed size and is accessed
concurrently by several producers (application threads) and one
consumer (dedicated transport thread for sending messages).
The configurable buffer size limits the maximum number of
messages/bytes to be aggregated. For our experiments (see
Section XIII), we used 1 MB and 4 MB ORBs.

Figure 2 shows the ORB with three application threads
producing data (serialization cores). All pointers move forward
from left to right with a wraparound at the end. The white area
between FP and BP is free memory.

Messages available for sending (fully serialized) are de-
tected by the consumer (sending core) between BP and
FC . The consumer sends aggregated messages and moves
BP forward accordingly but not beyond FC . All messages
between FC and FP are not yet ready for sending as parallel
serialization is still in progress.

FP is moved forward concurrently (if the buffer has enough
space left) by the producers using a Compare-and-Set (CAS)
operation, available in Java through the Unsafe class (see
Section IV-C). Therewith, each producer can concurrently and
safely store the position of FP in a local variable F ′

P and adjust
FP by the size of the message to be sent. All F ′

P pointers
(thread-local variables) are used by the associated producer
for writing its serialization data concurrently at the correct
position in the ORB. The light-colored arrows in Figure 2
show the starting point of each serialization core (producer)
whereas the solid-colored ones show the current position. In
the example, the purple producer finished its serialization first,
and the green and orange producers are still serializing.

FC is moved forward by producers when messages are
fully serialized. In Figure 2, the purple producer finishes before
the orange and green ones but cannot set FC to FP because
the two preceding messages (from the other producers) have
not been completely serialized yet. Each producer can easily
detect unfinished preceding messages by comparing its starting
point (light-colored arrow) with FC . A naive solution lets
fast producers wait for slower ones (e.g., with wait-notify
semantics). As we do not want to impact latency, we cannot
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Figure 2. ORB for parallel serialization and aggregating outgoing messages.
BP : next message to consume. FC : end of messages to consume.

FP : next free byte to produce. F ′
P : thread-local copy FP .

use locks/conditions here. An alternative solution is to busy-
poll until all preceding messages have been serialized which
stresses the CPU. A more sophisticated solution is presented
in the next section.

B. Optimized Lock-Free Solution

The basic solution already avoids the overhead of locks,
but with an increasing number of parallel serializations the
probability of threads having to wait for slower ones increases
(a thread might be slower because of less CPU time, for
instance, or simply because the message to serialize is larger).
The busy-polling can easily overload the CPU. Reducing the
polling frequency of producers by sleeping (≥ 1 ms) or parking
(≈ 10 µs) increases latency too much. Instead, we propose a
solution which avoids having fast producers waiting for slower
ones by leaving a note and returning early to the application.
This note includes the message size so that slower producers
can move FP forward for the faster ones that already left. But,
message ordering must be preserved.

Our solution is based on another configurable fixed-size
ring buffer called Catch-Up Buffer (CUB). As mentioned
before, we allocate one ORB for each connection which is
now complemented by one associated CUB (e.g., with 1000
entries) for every ORB. The CUB is implemented using an
integer array, each entry for one potential left-back note from
faster producers. An entry will be 0 if there is no note or > 0
representing the message size if a producer finished faster than
its predecessors. In the latter case, a slower producer will move
forward FP by the message size read from the CUB.

Figure 3 shows a CUB corresponding to the ORB shown
in Figure 2. The front pointer F is moved concurrently using
a CAS operation (similar to FP in the ORB). The colored F ′

are the thread-local copies needed by the producers to leave
back a potential note at the correct position in the CUB. The
64 is a note from the purple producer (message size of the
filled purple box in Figure 2) who finished fastest and returned
already to the application. The green and orange producers are
still working (0 = no note). If the green producer would now
finish before the orange one, it would also fill in its message
size and return immediately.

If the orange producer finishes next, it moves forward FC

in the ORB as well as B in the CUB (leaving no note). The
green one will do the same, but twice as it will detect the note
(64) after committing its serialization and, thus, move forward
FC in the ORB by 64 bytes and also B by one slot (now
pointing to F in the CUB, indicating we are done).

It is important that the order of entries in the ORB and
the CUB is consistent, meaning, we need to move forward F

Figure 3. Catch-Up Buffer (CUB). Allowing faster producers returning early
and not wasting CPU cycles for waiting. B: back pointer. F : front pointer.

F ′: thread-local copy of F .

and FP , as well as B and FC synchronously. We do this, by
storing each of those two indexes in one 64-bit long variable
in Java (e.g., F and FP are stored together in one long) and,
as the CAS operation works atomically on 64-bit longs, we
can avoid locks.

Two more challenges remain, namely large messages which
cannot be serialized at once and a potential ORB overflow
during the serialization (both discussed in Section V).

C. Native Memory

The ORB, amongst other data structures, is allocated in
native memory, i.e., it is located outside of the Java heap
in the virtual address space of the Java process. Therefore,
data structures stored in native memory are not managed by
the JVM (e.g., no garbage collection or type safety). But,
this does not pose a security risk for cloud applications as
memory access is still managed by the operating system. On
the other hand, using native memory allows the underlying
network transports to send messages without copying them,
for instance. The class Unsafe provides basic methods for
memory allocation, memory copy and reading/writing primi-
tives from/into native memory. Furthermore, Unsafe is very
fast because of extensive optimizations and is widely used in
third-party libraries [30].

We favor Unsafe over DirectByteBuffers [26] for two
reasons. First, access is faster (e.g., missing boundary checks
are already handled on a higher level). Second, Unsafe is
more versatile because it allows accessing memory which was
allocated in C/C++ code (e.g., used for InfiniBand).

V. SERIALIZATION

DXNet is designed to send and receive Java objects which
need to be de-/serialized from/into a byte stream of messages.
The built-in serialization of Java (interface Serializable)
as well as file-based solutions are too slow and have a large
memory footprint [31] (because of automatic un-/marshaling
and the use of separators). Other binary serializer like Kyro
[32], for instance, either do not support writing directly into
native memory or interruptible processing which is needed
by DXNet (see Sections V-A and V-B). We propose a new
serializer addressing all these limitations while still being
intuitive to use. The programmer has to implement two in-
terfaces Importable and Exportable. The former re-
quires implementing the method importObject, the latter
exportObject and both sizeOfObject.
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Figure 4. Message header.
Cat.: message, request or response; X: exclusive or not (ordering).

A. Export

Exporter. The serialization (or export) of Java objects re-
quires an exporter which is passed to the exportObject
method. The exporter class provides default method implemen-
tations for the serialization of all primitives, compact numbers
and Strings and can be extended for supporting custom types
(all types can also be arranged in arrays). Compact numbers
are coded integers using a variable number of bytes as needed
to reduce space overhead.

The exporter writes directly into the ORB by using Unsafe
(see Section IV). It stores the start position within the ORB, the
size of the ORB and the current position within the message.

Exporting an object involves two steps: exporting the mes-
sage header (see Figure 4) which has a fixed size and exporting
the variable-sized payload by calling the exportObject
method.

DXNet uses its default exporter for serialization
which is optimized for performance. It is complemented by
two other exporters (described below) for handling messages
which do not fit in the ORB without copying buffers.

Buffer overflow. If the end of the ORB will be reached
during the serialization of an object, DXNet switches to the
overflow exporter. The overflow exporter performs a
boundary check for each data item of an object and writes
bytes with a wrap-around to the beginning of the ORB, if
necessary. The resulting message is sent as two pieces over
the network stream avoiding copying data.

Large messages. Serialized objects resulting in messages
larger than the ORB must be written iteratively. First, the entire
unused section of the ORB (see Figure 2) is reserved and
filled with the first part of the message. If the back pointer is
reached, the export is interrupted and its current state is stored
in an unfinished operation instance to allow resuming
serialization as soon as there is free space in the ORB again.

Unfinished operation. The instance stores the interrupt
position within the message and the rest of the current opera-
tion. Depending on the operation, the rest is either a part of a
primitive which can be stored in a long within the unfinished
operation or an object with partly uninitialized fields whose
reference can be stored.

Resume serialization after an interrupt. To continue
the serialization, the exportObject method is called again
(threads return after being interrupted during serialization)
and all previously successfully executed export operations are
automatically skipped up to the position stored in the unfin-
ished operation. The rest of the object is serialized from there
(might be interrupted, again). For exporting large messages,
the large message exporter is used, which extends the
overflow exporter.

B. Import

All incoming messages are written into native memory
buffers taken from the incoming buffer pool and are pushed
to the IBQ (see Section VI). Each buffer contains received
bytes (one or several messages) from the connection stream.
The underlying network independently splits and aggregates
packets resulting in a buffer beginning and ending at any byte
within a message. DXNet is able to serialize split messages
without copying buffers.

The import works analogously to the export. Messages
are deserialized directly from native memory by using Un-
safe (message header and payload). The fast default
importer is complemented by three other importers (de-
scribed below) for handling split messages. This requires to
handle three situations: buffer overflow (tail of message/header
missing), buffer underflow (head of a message/header is miss-
ing) and both combined.

Buffer overflow. When the buffer’s end will be
reached before the message is complete, we switch to
the overflow importer. It does boundary checks and
uses the unfinished operation (see Section V-A) when
necessary. Furthermore, the serialization is aborted with
an IndexOutOfBoundsException handled by DXNet
avoiding returning invalid values for succeeding operations.

Buffer underflow. This situation occurs after a buffer
overflow (on the same stream). It is known apriori and handled
by the underflow importer, which uses the unfinished
operation instance (passed from the overflow importer) con-
taining all information necessary to continue deserialization.

Buffer under- and overflow. When a message’s head and
tail are missing (likely for large messages), the message is
handled by the underoverflow importer.

C. Resumable Import and Export Methods

Messages may be split caused by DXNet’s buffering or
the underlying network. In order to avoid copying buffers, we
require both import and export methods to be interruptible
and idempotent as they may be called multiple times for one
object (to avoid blocking threads, see Sections V-A and V-B).
DXNet’s importer and exporter methods are sufficient for most
object types and only custom object structures must be aware
of these requirements and avoid functions causing side effects
(e.g., I/O access).

VI. EVENT-DRIVEN PROCESSING OF INCOMING DATA

Figure 5 gives an overview of the parallel event-driven
processing of incoming data. Like for the ORB, we use multi-
threading, lock-free synchronization, zero-copy and zero-
allocation to provide high throughput and low latency.

Receiving process. The network transport pulls a buffer
from the incoming buffer pool when new data can be received
and fills it accordingly. The buffer is then pushed to the
IBQ and processed by the Message Creation Coordinator
thread (MCC) by deserializing the message headers. The
message headers are pushed to the message header store
afterward. Multiple message handler threads concurrently cre-
ate the message objects, deserialize the messages’ payloads
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Figure 5. Receiving and processing messages. Green: Native memory access.

and pass the received Java objects to the application using its
registered callback methods. When all data of a buffer has been
processed, it is released and pushed back into the incoming
buffer pool.

Incoming buffer pool. The buffer pool provides buffers,
allocated in native memory, in different configurable sizes
(e.g., 8 × 256 KB, 256 × 128 KB and 4096 × 16 KB). The
transport pulls buffers using a worst-fit strategy as the number
of bytes ready to be received on the stream is unknown.
The pool can also scale-up dynamically when running out of
buffers.

The buffer pool management consists of three lock-free
ring buffers optimized for access of one consumer and N
producers (similar to the ORB but without the CUB, see
Section IV).

A. Parallel Message Deserialization

The transport thread pushes filled buffers into the IBQ. The
IBQ is a basic ring buffer for one consumer and one producer
and is synchronized using memory fences. The IBQ may be
full and require the transport thread to park for a short moment
and retry (see Section VII).

High throughput requires parallel deserialization. As the
received messages of the incoming stream can be split over
several incoming buffers (see Section V-B), the buffer pro-
cessing must be in order and we need a two-staged approach
to enable concurrency. The MCC thread pulls the buffer entries
from the IBQ, deserializes all containing message headers
(using relevant state information stored in the corresponding
connection object) and pushes them into the message header
store. Message payload deserialization based on the message
headers can then be done in parallel by the message handler
threads. This approach is efficient as the time-consuming pay-
load deserialization and message object creation is parallelized.

The deserialization of split messages’ payload (last mes-
sage in the buffer, which is not complete) must be in order as
well because all preceding parts of a message must be available
to continue the deserialization of a split message. We address
this situation by the MCC detecting and deserializing not only
the header but the payload fraction within the current buffer,
as well, for the split message. The rest of the message in the
next buffer can be read by a message handler, again.

Split message headers are not an issue as deserialization of
message headers is always done by the MCC which can store

incomplete message headers within the connection object and
continue with the next buffer.

Message header store. As mentioned before, the MCC
pushes complete message headers to the message header store.
The latter is implemented as a lock-free ring buffer for N
consumers and one producer. Synchronization overhead is
reduced by the MCC buffering the small message headers and
pushing them in batches into the message header store. The
batch size is limited but configurable, e.g., 25 headers.

Message header pool. Message headers are pooled, as
well, in another single consumer, multiple producers lock-
free ring buffer. Furthermore, message headers are pushed
and pulled in batches. To reduce the probability of multiple
message handler threads returning message headers at the same
time, which increases latency because of collisions, the batch
sizes differ slightly for every message handler.

Returning of buffers. A pooled buffer must not be re-
turned before all its messages have been deserialized. Because
of the concurrent deserialization and split messages, we use
the MCC incrementing an atomic counter for every message
header pushed to the message header store (more precisely, the
counter is increased once for every batch of message headers).
Accordingly, the message handlers decrement the counter for
every deserialized message. When all messages have been
deserialized, the buffer can be safely returned to the pool.

We could run out of buffers during high throughput if
the MCC deserializes headers faster than the message handler
threads can handle. Although we can scale up the number
of incoming buffers, we prefer to throttle the MCC when a
predefined number of used buffers is exceeded to reduce the
memory consumption. Another benefit of limiting the number
of incoming buffers is that all buffer states like the message
counters, the buffers’ addresses or the unfinished operations
which are filled for incomplete messages can be allocated once
and reused for every incoming buffer to be processed.

Message Ordering. DXNet allows applications to mark
messages and thus ensure message ordering on a stream/con-
nection. All marked messages are guaranteed to be processed
(deserialized and executed) by the same message handler. All
other steps preserve message ordering by default. For achieving
maximum throughput, marking of messages should be used if
necessary, only.

VII. THREAD PARKING STRATEGIES

Lock-free programming allows low-latency synchroniza-
tion but can easily overload a CPU by uncontrolled polling
using CAS operations. DXNet implements a multi-level flow
control with explicit message flow regulation and implicit
throttling if memory pools drain and queues fill-up. We address
three thread situations: blocked (the thread waits for another
thread/server finishing its work because a pool is empty or
queue full), colliding (failing CAS operation because another
thread entered a critical section faster) and idling (the thread
has nothing to do and waits for another thread/server commit-
ting new work).

Blocked thread. When blocked, the thread can park to
reduce the CPU load because it was too fast executing its
work compared to other threads/servers. However, the thread
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Figure 6. Data structures and Threads. Details of the Interest Queue can be
found in Figure 8.

should not park for a long period to avoid restraining other
threads/servers. Experiments showed that a reasonable park
period is between 10 and 100 µs. Java allows minimum
parking times of around 10 to 30 µs for a thread with
LockSupport.parkNanos() for Linux servers with x86
CPUs.

Colliding thread. When colliding, the thread will repeat
the CAS operation with updated values until successful be-
cause the thread is about to commit something and this should
be done as fast as possible. However, reducing the collision
probability (e.g., the ORB optimization described in Section
IV-B) reliefs the CPU significantly.

Idling thread. This situation occurs, if a thread has nothing
to do at the moment, e.g., a transport thread polls an empty
ORB, the MCC polls an empty IBQ or a message handler polls
an empty message header store. However, new work events
can arrive within nanoseconds. Latency is minimized when
threads do not park or yield, but only as long as the CPU is
not overloaded. In the case of CPU overload situations, parking
threads can reduce latency.

We address this with an overprovisioning detection com-
bined with an adaptive parking approach (10 to 30 µs) if
the number of active threads (application threads and network
threads) reaches a threshold, e.g., four times the number of
cores, see also Section XIII-A for the evaluation.

Idling for longer periods, e.g., applications not exchanging
messages for a longer period, must be addressed, too. DXNet
detects this, e.g., a network thread idling for one second (con-
figurable time), and starts parking threads, if idling, reducing
CPU load to a minimum.

VIII. ETHDXNET - SENDING AND RECEIVING

In the following sections, we describe the Ethernet trans-
port of DXNet, called EthDXNet. An overview of the most im-
portant data structures and threads of EthDXNet are depicted
in Figure 6.

A. Sending of Data

To send messages, the DXNet API methods
sendMessage or sendSync are called by the application
threads (or message handler threads). In DXNet, messages are
always sent asynchronously, i.e., application threads might
return before the message is transferred. It is possible, though,
to wait for a response before returning to the application
(sendSync). After getting the ConnectionObject (a
Java object) from the Connection Manager, the message
is serialized into the ORB associated with the connection.
For performance reasons, many application threads can
serialize into the same or different ORBs in parallel (more
in Section IV). The actual message transfer is executed by
the SelectorThread, a dedicated daemon thread driving the
Java.nio back-end. Thus, after serializing the message into
the ORB, the application thread must signal data availability
for the corresponding connection. This is done by registering
a WRITE interest (see Table II) for given connection in the
Interest Queue (see Section XI). When ready, Java.nio’s
Selector wakes-up the SelectorThread (which is blocked in
the select method of the Selector) to execute the operation
and thus to transfer the message.

After returning from the select method, a SelectionKey
is available in the ready-set of the Selector. It contains the
operation interest WRITE, the socket channel and attach-
ment (the associated ConnectionObject). This SelectionKey
is dispatched based on the operation. In order to send the
message over the network, the SelectorThread pulls the data
block from the ORB of the corresponding connection and
calls the write method of the socket channel. From this
point, we cannot distinguish single messages anymore because
messages are naturally aggregated to data blocks in the ORBs,
which is a performance critical aspect. The write method is
repeatedly called until all bytes have been transferred or the
method returned with return value 0. The second case indicates
congestion on the network or the receiver and is best handled
by stopping the transfer and continue it later. After sending, the
back position (Bp, see Figure 2) of the ORB is moved by the
number of bytes transferred to free space for new messages
to send. Additionally, if the transfer was successful and the
ORB is empty afterward, the SelectionKey’s operation is set
to READ which is the preset operation and enables receiving
incoming data blocks. If the transfer failed, the connection
is closed (see Section IX). If the transfer was incomplete or
new data is available in the ORB, the SelectionKey is set
to READ | WRITE (combination of READ and WRITE by
using the bitwise or-operator) which triggers a new WRITE
operation when calling select the next time but also allows
receiving incoming messages. It is important to change the
SelectionKey to this state as keeping only the WRITE opera-
tion could result in a deadlock situation in which both ends try
to transfer data, but none of them can receive data on the same
connection. This causes the kernel socket receive buffers to
fill up on both sides preventing further data transfer.

The ORB is a ring buffer allocated in native memory
(outside of the Java heap). In order to pass a ByteBuffer
to the socket channel, which is required for data transfer,
we wrap a DirectByteBuffer onto the ORB and set the
ByteBuffer’s position to the front position in the ORB
and the limit to the back position. A DirectByteBuffer
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is a ByteBuffer whose underlying byte array is stored in
native memory and is not subject to garbage collection.
This enables native operations of the operating system
without copying the data first. The socket channel’s send and
receive operations are examples for those native operations,
thus, benefiting from the DirectByteBuffer. Java does not
support dynamically changing the address of a ByteBuffer.
Therefore, on initialization of the ORB, we allocate a new
DirectByteBuffer by calling allocateDirect of the
Java object ByteBuffer and use the underlying byte array
as the ORB. To do so, we need to determine the memory
address of the byte array, which can be obtained with
Buffer.class.getDeclaredField("address").
That is, during serialization the ORB is accessed with
Java.unsafe by reading/writing from/to the actual address
outside of the Java heap, but the socket channel accesses the
data by using the DirectByteBuffer’s reference (with adjusted
position and limit). We do not access the ORB by using the
DirectByteBuffer during serialization because of performance
and compatibility reasons.

Although this approach prevents copying the data to be
sent on user-level, the data is still copied from the ORB to
the kernel socket send buffer which is a necessity of the
stream-based socket approach. Therefore, correctly configur-
ing the kernel socket buffer sizes (one for sending and one
for receiving) has a significant impact on performance. We
empirically determined setting both buffer sizes to the ORBs’
size offers good performance without increasing the memory
consumption too much (typically the ORBs are between 1 and
4 MB depending on the application use case).

B. Receiving of Data

Receiving messages is always initiated by Java.nio’s Se-
lector which detects incoming data availability on socket
channels. When a socket channel is ready to be read from,
the SelectorThread selects the SelectionKey and dispatches the
READ operation. Next, the SelectorThread reads repeatedly
by calling the read operation on the socket channel until
there is nothing more to read or the buffer is full. If reading
from the socket channel failed, the socket channel is closed.
Otherwise, the ByteBuffer with the received data is flipped
(limit = position, position = 0) and pushed to the IBQ (see
Figure 1). The buffer processing is explained in Section VI.

In order to read from a socket channel, a ByteBuffer is
required to write the incoming data into. Continually allocating
new ByteBuffers would decrease the performance drastically.
Therefore, we implemented a buffer pool. The buffer pool pro-
vides DirectByteBuffers in different configurable sizes (e.g.,
8 × 256 KB, 256 × 128 KB and 4096 × 16 KB). The Selec-
torThread pulls them using a worst-fit strategy as the number
of bytes ready to be received on the stream is unknown. It
can also scale-up dynamically, if necessary. The buffer pool
management consists of three lock-free ring buffers optimized
for access of one consumer and N producers, see Section VI.

The pooled DirectByteBuffers are wrapped to provide the
ByteBuffer’s reference as well as the ByteBuffer’s address.
The reference is used for reading from the socket channel and
the address is necessary to deserialize the messages from the
ByteBuffer.

IX. AUTOMATIC CONNECTION MANAGEMENT

For sending and receiving messages, DXNet has to manage
all open connections and create/close connections on demand.
A connection is represented by an object (ConnectionObject),
containing a node ID to identify the connection based on the
destination, a PipeIn and a PipeOut. The PipeOut consists
mostly of an ORB, a socket channel and flow control for
outgoing data. The PipeIn contains a socket channel, flow
control for incoming data, has access to the buffer pool (shared
among all connections) and more data structures important to
buffer processing, which are not further discussed in this paper.

1) Connection Establishment: Connections are created in
two ways: (1) actively by creating a new connection to a
remote node or (2) passively by accepting a remote node’s
connection request. In both cases, the connection manager
must be updated to administrate the new connection. Figure
7 shows the procedure of creating a new connection (active
on the left side and passive on the right). The core part is the
TCP handshake, which can be seen in the middle.

Active connection creation: A connection is created ac-
tively if an application thread wants to send a message to
a not yet connected node. To establish the connection, the
application thread creates a new ConnectionObject (including
PipeIn and PipeOut and all its components), opens a new
socket channel and connects the socket channel to the re-
mote node’s IP and port. Afterwards, the application thread
registers a CONNECT operation, creates a ReentrantLock
and Condition and waits until the Condition is signaled
or the connection creation was aborted (using a lock here
is not a performance issue as connections are held open).
To correctly identify the corresponding ConnectionObject to
a socket channel, the ConnectionObject is attached to the
SelectionKey when registering the CONNECT interest and all
following interests.

The SelectorThread continues the connection establishment
by applying the CONNECT interest and selecting the socket
channel when the remote node accepted the connection or the
connection establishment failed. After selecting the Selection-
Key, the socket channel’s status is checked. If it is pending,
the connection creation was successful so far, and the socket
channel can be completed by calling finishConnect. If the
connection establishment was aborted, the application thread
is informed by setting a flag (which is checked periodically by
the application thread).

The remote node has to identify the new node currently
creating a connection. Thus, the node ID is sent to the
remote node using the newly created channel. Furthermore,
the SelectorThread marks the PipeOut as connected and signals
the condition so the application thread can continue. It adds
the connection to the connection manager, increments the
connection counter and starts sending data, afterward.

Passive connection creation: For accepting and creating
an incoming connection, the Selector implicitly selects a Selec-
tionKey with ACCEPT operation interest which is processed by
the SelectorThread by calling accept on the socket channel.
This creates a new socket channel and acknowledges the
connection. Afterward, the interest READ is registered in order
to receive the node ID of the remote node. After selecting and
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Figure 7. Connection Creation

dispatching the interest, the node ID is read by using the socket
channel’s read method.

At this point, the socket channel is ready for sending
and receiving data, but the connection object has yet to be
created and pushed to the connection manager. This process is
rather time-consuming and might be blocked if an application
thread creates a connection to the same node at the same
time (connection duplication is discussed in Section IX-2).
Therefore, the SelectorThread creates a job for creating the
connection and forwards it to the ConnectionCreationHelper
thread. Additionally, the interest is set to NO-OP (0) to avoid
receiving data before the connection setup is finished and the
connection is attached to the SelectionKey.

The ConnectionCreationHelper polls the job queue period-
ically. There are two types of jobs: (1) a connection creation
job and (2) a connection shutdown job. The latter is explained
in Section IX-3. When pulling a connection creation job,
the ConnectionCreationHelper creates a new ConnectionObject
(including the pipes, ORB, FC, etc.) and registers a READ
interest with the new ConnectionObject attached. Furthermore,
the PipeIn is marked as connected.

To be able to accept incoming connection requests, every
node must open a ServerSocketChannel, bind it to a
well-known port and register the ACCEPT interest. Further-
more, for selecting socket channels, a Selector has to be
created and opened.

2) Connection Duplication: It is crucial to avoid connec-
tion duplication which occurs if two nodes create a connection
to each other simultaneously. In this case, the nodes might
use different connections to send and receive data which
corrupts the message ordering and flow control. There are two
approaches for resolving this problem: (1) detecting connection
duplication during/after the connection establishment and (2)
avoiding connection duplication by using two separate socket
channels for sending and receiving.

Solution 1: Detect and resolve connection duplication
by keeping one connection open and closing the other one.
Apparently, the other node must decide consistently which

can be done by considering the node IDs (e.g., always keep
the connection created by the node with higher node ID).
One downside of this approach is the complex connection
shutdown. It must ensure that all data appended to the ORB of
the closing connection, to be sent over the closing connection,
has already been sent and received. Furthermore, message
ordering cannot be guaranteed until the connection duplication
situation is resolved.

Solution 2: Avoid connection duplication by using two
socket channels per connection: one for sending and one
for receiving (implemented in EthDXNet). Thus, simultane-
ous connection creation leads to one ConnectionObject with
opened PipeIn and PipeOut (one socket channel, each) whereas
a single connection creation opens either the PipeOut (active)
or PipeIn (passive). This approach requires additional memory
for the second socket channel, Java.nio’s Selector has more
socket channels to manage and connection setup is required
from both ends. The additional memory required for the
second socket channel is negligible as the kernel socket buffers
are configured to use a little socket receive buffer for the
outgoing socket channel and a little socket send buffer for
the incoming socket channel. The second TCP handshake (for
connection creation, both sides need to open and connect a
socket channel) is also not a problem as both socket channels
can be created simultaneously and for a long-running big
data application connections among application instances are
typically kept over the entire runtime. Finally, the overhead
for Java.nio’s Selector is difficult to measure but is certainly
not the bottleneck taking into account the limitations of the
underlying network latency and throughput. Sending out-of-
band (OOB) data is possible by utilizing the unused back-
channel of every socket channel. We use this for sending
flow control data in EthDXNet (see Section X).

3) Connection Shutdown: Connections are closed on three
occasions: (1) if a write or read access to a socket channel
failed, (2) if a new connection is to be created, but the config-
urable connection limit is reached or (3) on node shutdown.
In the first case, the SelectorThread directly shuts down the
connection. In the second case, the application thread registers
a CLOSE interest to let the SelectorThread close the connection
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asynchronously. On application shutdown, all connections are
closed by one Shutdown Hook thread.

To shut down a connection, first, the outgoing and incoming
socket channels are removed from the Selector by canceling
the SelectionKeys representing a socket channel’s registration.
Then, the socket channels are closed by calling the socket
channels’ close method. At last, the connection is removed
from the connection manager by creating a shutdown job
handled by the ConnectionCreationHelper (case (1)) or directly
removing it when returning to the connection management
(cases (2) and (3)). The ConnectionCreationHelper also trig-
gers a ConnectionLostEvent, which is dispatched to the
application for further handling (e.g., node recovery).

When dismissing a connection (case (2)), directly shutting
down a connection might lead to data loss. Therefore, the
connection is closed gracefully by waiting for all outstanding
data (in the connection’s ORB) to be sent. Priorly, the con-
nection is removed from connection management to prevent
further filling of the ORB. Afterward, a CLOSE interest is
registered to close the socket channels asynchronously. The
SelectorThread does not shut down the socket channels on
the first opportunity but postpones shutdown for at least two
RTT timeouts to ensure all responses are received for still
outstanding requests.

X. FLOW CONTROL

DXNet implements a flow control (FC) protocol to avoid
flooding a remote node with messages. This would result in an
increased overall latency and lower throughput if the remote
node cannot keep up with processing incoming messages.
When sending messages, the per-connection dedicated FC
checks if a configurable threshold is exceeded. This threshold
describes the number of bytes sent by the current node but
not fully processed by the receiving node. The receiving
node counts the number of bytes received and sends a con-
firmation back to the source node in regular intervals. Once
the sender receives this confirmation, the number of bytes sent
but not processed is reduced. If an application send thread was
previously blocked due to exceeding this threshold, it can now
continue with processing the message.

EthDXNet uses the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
which already implements a flow control mechanism on pro-
tocol layer. Still, DXNet’s flow control is beneficial when
using TCP. If the application on the receiver cannot read and
process the data fast enough, the sender’s TCP flow control
window, the maximum amount of data to be sent before data
receipt has to be acknowledged by the receiver, is reduced.
The decision is based on the utilization of the corresponding
kernel socket receive buffer. In DXNet, reading incoming
data from kernel socket receive buffers is decoupled from
processing the included messages, i.e., many incoming buffers
could be stored in the IBQ to be processed by another thread.
Thus, the kernel socket receive buffers’ utilizations do not
necessarily indicate the load on the receiver leading to delayed
or imprecise decisions by TCP’s flow control.

This section focuses on the implementation of the flow
control in EthDXNet. Flow control data has to be sent with
high priority to avoid unintentional slow-downs and fluctua-
tions regarding throughput and latency. Sending flow control

data in-band, i.e., with a special message appended to the
data stream, is not an option because the delay would be too
high. TCP offers the possibility to send urgent data, which
is a single byte inlined in the data stream and sent as soon
as possible. Furthermore, urgent data is always sent, even if
the kernel socket receive buffer on the receiver is full. To
distinguish urgent data from the current stream (urgent data
can be at any position within a message as the transfer is
not message-aligned), a dedicated flag within the TCP header
needs to be checked. This flag indicates if the first byte of the
packet is urgent data. Unfortunately, Java.nio does not provide
methods for handling incoming TCP urgent data.

We solve this problem by using both unused back-
channels of every socket channel which are available because
of the double-channel connection approach in EthDXNet.
Thus, the incoming stream of the outgoing socket channel and
the outgoing stream of the incoming socket channel of every
connection are used for sending/receiving flow control data.

Sending flow control data: When receiving messages,
a counter is incremented by the number of received bytes
for every incoming buffer. If the counter exceeds a con-
figurable threshold (e.g., 60% of the flow control window),
a WRITE_FC interest is registered. This interest is applied,
selected and dispatched like any other WRITE interest. But,
instead of using the socket channel of the PipeOut, the PipeIn
is used to send the flow control data. The flow control
data consists of one byte containing the number of reached
thresholds (typically 1). If the threshold is smaller than 50%,
for example, 30%, it is possible that between registering the
WRITE_FC interest and sending the flow control data, the
threshold has been exceeded again. For example, if the current
counter is at 70% of the windows size which is more than two
thresholds of 30%. In this case 2 * 30% = 60% is confirmed
by sending the value 2. After sending flow control data, the
SelectionKey is reset to READ to enable receiving messages
on this socket channel, again.

Receiving flow control data: To be able to receive flow
control data, the socket channel of the PipeOut must be
readable (register READ). If flow control data is available
to be received, the socket channel is selected by the Selector,
and the SelectorThread reads the single byte from the socket
channel of the PipeOut. When processing serialized messages
on the sender, a counter is incremented. Application threads
which want to send further messages if the counter reached
the limit (i.e., the flow control window is full) are blocked
until the receiver acknowledges message receipt. The read flow
control value is used to decrement the counter to re-enable
sending messages. Usually, the limit is never reached as the
flow control data is received before (if the threshold on the
receiver is low enough).

In Section VIII-A, we discussed the end-to-end situation of
both nodes sending data to each other, but never reading (if the
SelectionKey’s operation stays at WRITE) causing a deadlock.
This situation cannot occur with two socket channels per
connection as reading and writing are handled independently.
But, a similar situation is possible where two nodes send data
to each other, but flow control data is not read for a while.
This does not cause a deadlock but decreases performance.
By setting the interest to READ | WRITE, flow control data is
read from time to time ensuring contiguous high throughput.
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TABLE II. JAVA.NIO INTERESTS

Interest Description
OP_READ channel is ready to read incoming data
OP_WRITE set if data is available to be sent
OP_CONNECT set to open connection
OP_ACCEPT a connect request arrived
NO-OP do nothing

TABLE III. ETHDXNET INTERESTS

Interest Description (refers to attached connection)
CONNECT set OP_CONNECT for outgoing channel
READ_FC set OP_READ for outgoing channel
READ set OP_READ for incoming channel
WRITE_FC set OP_WRITE for incoming channel
WRITE set OP_WRITE for outgoing channel
CLOSE shutdown both socket channels

XI. EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT OF OPERATION INTERESTS

Operation interests are an important concept in Java.nio
and are registered in the Selector to create and accept a new
connection, to write data or to enable receiving data. The
operation interests are complemented by the ConnectionObject
(as an attachment) and the socket channel stored together in
a SelectionKey. As soon as the socket channel is ready for
any registered operation, the Selector adds the corresponding
SelectionKey to a ready-set and wakes-up the SelectorThread
waiting in the select method. If the SelectorThread is
not waiting in the select method, the next select call will
return immediately. The SelectorThread can then process all
SelectionKeys.

A. Types of Operations Interests

The operation interests can be classified into two cate-
gories: explicit operation interests and implicit operation
interests. Implicit operations are registered as presets after
socket channel creation and after executing explicit operations.
For example, a READ interest is registered for a socket channel
if data is expected to arrive on this socket channel. The
operation is then selected implicitly by the Selector whenever
data is available to be received. Another example is the
ServerSocketChannel which implicitly accepts new incoming
connection requests if the ACCEPT interest has been registered
before. Explicit operations are single operations which need to
be triggered explicitly by the application. For example, when
the application wants to send a message, the application thread
registers a WRITE interest. When the socket channel is ready,
the data is sent and the socket channel is set to the preset (in
our case READ). It is not forbidden by Java.nio to keep explicit
operations registered. But, as a consequence, the operations are
always selected (every time select is called) which increases
CPU load and latency. Therefore, in EthDXNet, every explicit
operation is finished by registering an implicit operation.

The set of Java.nio operation interests is extended
by EthDXNet to support flow control and to enable
closing connections asynchronously. Table II shows all
interests specified by Java.nio and Table III lists all inter-

Figure 8. Interest Queue: the application threads add new interests to the
Interest Queue. If interest was 0 before, the ConnectionObject is added to an

ArrayList.

ests used in EthDXNet. The interests READ, WRITE and
CONNECT are directly mapped onto OP_READ, OP_WRITE
and OP_CONNECT. OP_ACCEPT is registered and se-
lected by the Selector and must not be registered explicitly.
READ_FC and WRITE_FC are used to register OP_READ
and OP_WRITE interests for the back-channel used by the
flow control. The interest CLOSE does not have a counterpart
because the method close can be called explicitly on the
socket channel.

B. Interest Queue

None of the interests in Table III are registered directly
to the Selector because only the SelectorThread is allowed
to add and modify SelectionKeys. This is enforced by the
Java.nio implementation which blocks all register calls when
the SelectorThread is waiting in the select method. This
obstructs the typical asynchronous application flow and can
even result in a deadlock if the Selector does not have implicit
operations to select. This problem can be avoided by always
waking-up the SelectorThread before registering the operation
interest and synchronizing the register and select calls. How-
ever, this workaround results in rather high overhead and a
complicated workflow. Instead, we address this problem with
an Interest Queue (see Figure 8) and register all interests
in one bulk operation executed by the SelectorThread before
calling select. This approach provides several benefits while
solving the above problem: first, the application threads
can return quickly after putting the operation interest into
the queue and even faster (without any locking) when the
interest was already registered (which is likely under high
load). Second, the operation interests can be combined
and put in a semantic order (e.g., CONNECT before WRITE)
before registering (a rather expensive method call). Finally,
the operation interest-set can be easily extended, e.g., by a
CLOSE operation interest to asynchronously shut down socket
channels.

Figure 8 shows the Interest Queue consisting of a byte array
storing the operation interests of all connections (left side in
Figure 8) and an ArrayList of ConnectionObjects containing
connections with new operation interests sorted by time of
occurrence (right side in Figure 8).

The byte array has one entry per node ID providing access
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time in O(1). In DXNet, the node ID range is limited to
216 (allowing max. 65,536 nodes per application). Thus, the
operation interests of all connections can be stored in a 64-
KB byte array. An array entry is not zero if at least one
operation interest was added for given connection to the
associated node ID. Operation interests are combined with
the bitwise or-operator to avoid overwriting any interest. By
combining operation interests, the ordering of the interests for
a single connection is lost. But, this is not a problem because
a semantic ordering can be applied later when processing the
interests.

The ordering within the interests of one connection can be
reconstructed but not the ordering across different connections.
Therefore, whenever an interest is added to a non-zero entry
of the byte array, the corresponding ConnectionObject is ap-
pended to an ArrayList. The order of operation interests is then
ensured by processing the interest entries in the ArrayList in
ascending order. The ArrayList also allows the SelectorThread
to iterate only relevant entries and not all 216.

Processing operation interests: The processing is initiated
either by the Selector implicitly waking up the SelectorThread
if data is available to be read or an application thread explicitly
waking up the SelectorThread if data is available to be sent. As
waking-up the SelectorThread is a rather expensive operation
(a synchronized native method call), it is essential to call it
if necessary, only. Therefore, the SelectorThread is woken-up
after adding the first operation interest to the Interest Queue
across all connections (the ArrayList is empty after processing
the operation interests), only. If the SelectorThread is currently
blocked in the select call, it returns immediately and can
process the pending operation interests.

Figure 9 shows the basic processing flow of the Selec-
torThread. The first step in every iteration is to register all
operation interests collected in the ArrayList of the Interest
Queue. The SelectorThread gets the destination node ID from
the ConnectionObject and the interests from the byte array.
Operation interests are registered to the Selector in the follow-
ing order:

1) CONNECT: register SelectionKey OP_CONNECT with
given connection attached to an outgoing channel.

2) READ_FC: register SelectionKey OP_READ with given
connection attached to an outgoing channel.

3) READ: register SelectionKey OP_READ with given con-
nection attached to an incoming channel.

4) WRITE_FC: change SelectionKey of an incoming chan-
nel to OP_WRITE if it is not OP_READ | OP_WRITE.

5) WRITE: change SelectionKey of an outgoing channel to
OP_WRITE if it is not OP_READ | OP_WRITE.

6) CLOSE: keep interest in queue for delay or close con-
nection (see Section IX-3).

The order is based on following rules: (1) a connection must
be established before sending/receiving data, (2) setting the
preset READ is done after connection creation, only, (3) all
READ and WRITE accesses must be finished before shutting
down the connection and (4) the flow control operations have
a higher priority than normal READ and WRITE operations.
Furthermore, re-opening a connection cannot be done before
the connection is closed and closing a connection is only pos-
sible if the connection has been established before. Therefore

1 while (!closed) {
2 processInterests();
3

4 if (Selector.select() > 0) {
5 for (SelectionKey key :

Selector.selectedKeys()) {
6 // Dispatch key
7 if (key.isValid()) {
8 if (key.isAcceptable()) {
9 accept();

10 } else if (key.isConnectable()) {
11 connect();
12 } else if (key.isReadable()) {
13 read();
14 } else if (key.isWritable()) {
15 write();
16 }
17 }
18 }
19 }
20 }

Figure 9. Workflow of SelectorThread.

it is not possible to register CONNECT and CLOSE together.

Finally, the processing of registered operation interests
includes resetting the operation interest in the byte array and
removing the ConnectionObject from the ArrayList.

XII. OTHER TRANSPORT IMPLEMENTATIONS

DXNet has an open architecture supporting different net-
work transport technologies. Currently, we have transport im-
plementations for TCP/IP over Ethernet (described in Section
VIII), reliable verbs over Infiniband (using native verbs over
JNI), and Loopback (baseline for evaluation). We only sketch
some important aspects of the InfiniBand transport here, as it
will be published separately.

The InfiniBand transport accesses the IBDXNet library
(C++) using JNI. IBDXNet utilizes ibverbs to implement direct
communication using the InfiniBand HCA. IBDXNet uses
one dedicated send and one dedicated receive thread, both
processing outgoing/incoming data in native memory. Context
switching from C++ to Java was designed carefully and is
highly optimized to avoid latency.

The Loopback transport is used for the experiments in
this paper allowing to study the performance of DXNet without
any bottlenecks from a real network. Data is not sent over a
network device nor the operating system’s loopback device
(latency would be considerably high) but is directly copied
from the ORB to a pooled incoming buffer. Furthermore, the
Loopback transport simulates a server sending and receiving
messages at highest possible throughput allowing to evaluate
DXNet’s performance.

XIII. EVALUATION

We evaluate the proposed concepts using DXNet’s Loop-
back transport and three different networks: 1 GBit/s Ethernet,
5 GBit/s Ethernet (a shared 10 GBit/s Ethernet connection)
and 56 GBit/s InfiniBand. The Loopback is used to evaluate
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Figure 10. 107 Messages, 1 App. Thread, 4 Message Handlers.
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DXNet’s concepts without any limitations of an underly-
ing network. The Ethernet networks are used to evaluate
EthDXNet.

Loopback and 5 GBit/s Ethernet tests were run in Mi-
crosoft’s Azure cloud in Germany Central with up to 65 virtual
machines (64 running the benchmark and one for deployment)
from the type Standard_DS13_v2 which are memory opti-
mized servers with 8 cores (Intel Xeon E5-2673), 56 GB RAM
and shared 10 GBit/s Ethernet connectivity (two instances per
connect). We deployed a custom Ubuntu 14.04 image with a
4.4.0-59 kernel and Java 8. In order to manage the servers, we
created two identical scale-sets (as one scale-set is limited to
40 VMs). The tests with 1 GBit/s Ethernet and InfiniBand were
executed on our private cluster servers with 64 GB RAM, Intel
Xeon E5-1650 CPU and Ubuntu 16.04 with kernel 4.4.0-64.

We use a set of micro-benchmarks for the evaluation send-
ing messages or requests of variable size with a configurable
number of application threads. All throughput measurements
refer to the payload size which is considerably smaller than the
full message size, e.g., a 64-byte payload results in 115 bytes
to be sent on IP layer when using Ethernet. Additionally, all
runs with DXNet’s benchmarks are full-duplex showing the
aggregated performance for concurrently sending and receiving
messages/requests.

A. Loopback Transport

As mentioned before, we want to evaluate the efficiency of
DXNet’s concepts without any network limitations. Figure 10
shows message processing times and throughputs for different
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message sizes when using the Loopback transport on a typical
cloud server (Standard_DS13_v2). Messages up to 2 KB can
be processed in around 500 ns. Larger messages require
increasing processing times, as expected. The throughput in-
creases linearly with the message size up to 8 KB messages
and is capped at around 14 GByte/s aggregated throughput for
sending and receiving of larger messages. The Linux tool mbw
determined a memory bandwidth of 7.19 GByte/s for a 16 GB
array and 16 KB block for the used servers which explains
the maximum throughput (saturation of the available memory
bandwidth).

In Figure 10, we studied messages with up to 16 KB
payload size as DXNet is primarily designed to perform well
with small messages. We also tested larger messages (larger
than the ORB, configured with 4 MB here) and measured
a message throughput of around 5.4 GByte/s with 8 MB
messages. The throughput is lower as application threads and
transport thread work sequentially for larger messages (see
Section V-A). However, if the application needs to handle large
messages often, throughput can easily be improved by using
a larger ORB.

DXNet is designed to efficiently support concurrent ap-
plication threads sending and receiving messages in parallel.
Figure 11 shows that the processing time for 1 KB messages
is stable from one to 64 and only slightly increases with
128 application threads. Additionally, Figure 11 shows the
performance with a varying number of message handlers
peaking with two to four. Obviously, 128 application threads
and 128 message handlers overstress the CPU (8 cores) signif-
icantly. The results for all other constellations are as expected
showing DXNet’s capability to efficiently handle hundreds of
concurrent threads.

We also evaluated request-response latency by measuring
the RTT, which includes sending a request, receiving the
request, sending the corresponding response and receiving the
response. Figure 12 shows the latency for small requests with
an increasing number of application threads. The average RTT
with one and two application threads is under 5 µs. With up
to eight threads the RTT increases slower than the number of
threads because requests can be aggregated for sending. With
more threads, the increase rate is higher.

Figure 13 shows the breakdown of request-response latency
for one and four application threads and 1024-byte requests.
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Figure 13. Breakdown of Request-Response Latency for 1024-byte Requests. One application thread (on top) and four (at the bottom). Grey bars indicate
inter-thread communication.
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This is a best-effort approximation as time measurement
is costly and influences the processing. As expected de-
/serialization accounts for the majority of the RTT and dese-
rialization is slower than serialization because of the message
object allocation and creation. With more application threads
or asynchronous messages, all depicted steps are executed in
parallel.

Optimized Outgoing Ring Buffer. The benefits of the
Catch-Up Buffer, discussed in Section IV, can be seen in
Figure 14. Without the optimization, the message processing
time increases significantly with more than four application
threads sending messages (with 128 threads nearly 20 times
higher). Furthermore, the RTT diverges considerably with
more than 32 application threads as well.

Overprovisioning Detection. Figure 15 shows the impor-
tance of the thread parking strategy (see Section VII). The
RTT is 25 times higher when using one application thread
and always parking network threads. All three strategies match
with 32 threads and diverge a little with more threads. The
never park strategy is at a disadvantage with many threads
(128) and the RTT is around 100 µs higher than with the
adaptive approach.

The evaluation with Loopback transport shows the
high throughput and low latency of DXNet. Furthermore,
DXNet provides high stability when used with many
threads sending and receiving messages in parallel.
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B. Comparing Network Transports

Figure 16 shows the message processing time and through-
put for all three network transports (Ethernet and Loopback
on cluster and cloud instances) with varying payload size. As
expected, InfiniBand has the lowest processing overhead and
highest throughput of all physical devices.

The comparison between the 1 GBit/s Ethernet of the
private cluster and 5 GBit/s Ethernet in Azure cloud reveals
interesting insights. Obviously, message throughput is higher
in the cloud for large messages. But, message throughput is
higher and processing time is lower on the cluster for messages
smaller than 64 bytes which is most likely caused by the
virtualization overhead of cloud servers. Loopback is also
considerably faster on cluster instances (< 300 ns processing
time and > 16 GByte/s throughput).

Figure 17 shows the request-response latency and through-
put for requests sent by four application threads. Again, 1
GBit/s Ethernet on our cluster performs better for small pay-
loads (< 1024) than 5 GBit/s Ethernet in the cloud. For larger
requests, the bandwidth becomes more and more important
favoring the cloud network. Both Ethernet networks are far
off the latencies InfiniBand achieves. For small request (< 512
byte payload) the RTT is consistently under 10 µs and rises to
only 16 µs for 16 KB requests. Hence, the throughput is much
higher with InfiniBand as well.

The evaluation with three different physical transports
confirms the results gathered with Loopback. DXNet per-
forms strongly especially with InfiniBand (RTT < 10 µs,
throughput > 9 GByte/s full-duplex).
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TABLE IV. ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
ORB Size 4 MB
Flow Control Windows Size 2 MB
Flow Control Threshold 0.6
net.core.rmem_max 4 MB
net.core.wmem_max 4 MB

C. Scalability of (Eth)DXNet

Message Throughput: First, we measured the asyn-
chronous message throughput with an increasing number of
nodes in an all-to-all test with message payloads of 64 and
4096 bytes. For instance, when running the benchmark with
32 nodes, each node sends 25,000,000 64-byte messages to all
31 other nodes and therefore each node has to send and receive
775,000,000 messages in total. Additional network parameters
can be found in Table IV.

Figure 18 shows the average payload throughput for single
nodes and Figure 19 the aggregated throughput of all nodes.

For 64-byte messages, the payload throughput is between
200 and 260 MB/s for all node numbers, showing a minimal
decrease from 2 to 16 nodes. With 4096-byte messages the
throughput improves with up to 8 nodes peaking at 1370 MB/s
full-duplex bandwidth (5.5 GBit/s uni-directional). With 64
nodes the throughput is still above 5 GBit/s resulting in an
aggregated throughput of 83,376 MB/s. The minor decline in
both experiments can be explained by an uneven deployment
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Figure 18. Message Payload Throughput per Node. 1 Application Thread, 2
Message Handler Threads.

of our network benchmark causing the last nodes starting
and finishing a few seconds later. The end-to-end throughput
between two nodes seems to be bound at around 3.2 GBit/s in
the Microsoft Azure cloud as tests with iperf showed, too.

The benchmarks show that DXNet, as well as EthDXNet
scale very well for asynchronous messages under high
loads.

Request-Response Latency: The next benchmarks are
used to evaluate request-response latency by measuring the
RTT. Figure 20 shows the RTTs for an all-to-all scenario
with 2 to 64 nodes and 1, 16 and 100 application threads.
Furthermore, all-to-all tests with ping are included to show
network latency limitations.
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The latency of the Azure Ethernet network is relatively
high with a minimum of 352 µs measured with DXNet and
one application thread (Figure 20). A test with up to 4032
ping processes shows that the average latency of the network is
even higher (> 500 µs). In DXNet, own requests are combined
with responses (and other requests if more than one application
thread is used). This reduces the average latency for requests.
Additionally, the ping baseline shows an increased latency for
more than 32 nodes, by using one scale-set for the first 32
nodes and another one for the last 32 nodes. Different scale-
sets are most likely separated by additional switches which
increases the latency for communication between scale-sets.

EthDXNet is consistently under the ping baseline demon-
strating the low overhead and high scalability of EthDXNet
(and DXNet) when using one application thread. With 16
application threads, the latency is slightly higher and on the
same level as the baseline, but the throughput is more than
10 times higher as well (in comparison to DXNet with one
application thread). Furthermore, both lines have the same
bend from 32 to 64 nodes as the baseline.

With 100 application threads per node (up to 6,400 in total),
the latency increases noticeably, as expected, because the CPU
is highly overprovisioned. In this situation, the latency between
writing a message into the ORB and sending it increases
dramatically with more open socket channels. Furthermore,
requests can be aggregated more efficiently in the ORBs with
less open connections masking the overhead with a few nodes.

The latency experiments show that EthDXNet scales
up to 64 nodes without impairing latency. With a very high
number of application threads (relative to the available cores)
the latency increases, as expected, but is still good.

D. Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark

The Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark was designed to
quantitatively compare distributed serving storage systems
[33]. The benchmark offers a set of simple operations (reads,
writes, range scans) and a tabular key-value data model to eval-
uate online storage systems regarding their elasticity, availabil-
ity and replication. Furthermore, YCSB is easily extensible for
new storage systems and new workloads. For our evaluation,
we used the in-memory key-value store DXRAM [8] which
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Figure 21. 6 Message Handlers.

utilizes DXNet and created an individual workload: one 64-
byte object per key, 106 keys, uniform distribution, 90 % read
and 10 % write operations, 107 operations. The tests were run
in the Microsoft Azure cloud with one storage server and an
increasing number of client servers (maximum 16) which each
hosted up to 80 client threads.

Figure 21 shows the average operation latency and through-
put with 10 to 1280 client threads. The operation latency
starts at around 230 µs which is in line with previous latency
measurements. The latency grows slowly up to 480 client
threads but then exponentially indicating server congestion.
The throughput rises up to 640 client threads with more than
one million operations per second and remains stable with
more client threads.

The evaluation with YCSB shows DXNet’s high perfor-
mance for a client-server scenario (one server can serve
more than 1000 clients).

XIV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Big data applications, as well as large-scale interactive
applications, are often implemented in Java and typically exe-
cuted on many nodes in a cloud data center. Efficient network
communication is crucial for these application domains. RMI
while being comfortable to use is not fast enough. Plain sockets
are difficult to handle especially if efficiency and scalability
need to be addressed. MPI was designed for spawning pro-
cesses with finite runtime in a static environment. Thus, multi-
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threading performance and support for adding/removing nodes
to an existing environment are limited.

In this paper, we proposed DXNet, a Java open-source
network library complementing the communication spectrum.
DXNet provides fast parallel serialization for Java objects,
automatic connection management, automatic message ag-
gregation and an event-driven message receiving approach
including concurrent deserialization. DXNet offers high-
throughput asynchronous messaging as well as synchronous
request-response communication with very low latency. DXNet
achieves high performance and low latency by using lock-free
data structures, zero-copy and zero-allocation. The proposed
ring buffer and queue structures are complemented by dif-
ferent thread parking strategies guaranteeing low latency by
avoiding CPU overload. Finally, its architecture is open for
supporting different transport protocols. It already supports
TCP with Java.nio and reliable verbs for InfiniBand. We
described our practical experiences in designing a transport
implementation for Ethernet networks, EthDXNet, integrated
into DXNet. EthDXNet provides a double-channel based au-
tomatic connection approach using back-channels for sending
flow control data and an efficient operation interest handling
which is important to achieve low-latency message handling
with Java.nio’s Selector.

Evaluations on a private cluster and in the Microsoft Azure
cloud show message processing times of sub 300 ns resulting
in throughputs of up to 16 GByte/s which saturate the memory
bandwidth of a typical cloud instance. For the request/response
pattern, DXNet is able to provide sub 10 µs RTT latency using
the InfiniBand transport (sub 4 µs over Loopback). Finally,
DXNet is also able to efficiently handle highly concurrent
processing of many small messages resulting in throughput
saturations for Ethernet with 256 bytes payload and Infini-
Band with 1-2 KB payload. The evaluation in the Microsoft
Azure cloud shows the scalability of EthDXNet (together with
DXNet) achieving an aggregated throughput of more than 83
GByte/s with 64 nodes connected with 5 GBit/s Ethernet (10
GBit/s Ethernet limited by SLAs). Request-response latency is
almost constant for an increasing number of nodes as long as
the CPU is not overloaded. Future work includes experiments
on larger scales with application traces.

The InfiniBand transport IBDXNet is work in progress and
the final results will be published separately (throughput: >10.4
GByte/s). Future work also includes more experiments at larger
scales including comparisons with other network middlewares,
as well as evaluations using a 100 GBit/s InfiniBand network.

This work has been partially funded by the German DFG.
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Abstract—Wearables are often equipped with an accelerometer
and heart rate sensor. However, the accuracy of the generated
heart rate measurements is still unclear. This paper evaluates
heart rate measurements during various physical activities per-
formed by test users and compares three types of wearable
devices: the specialized sports device with chest strap, the fitness
tracker, and the smart watch. Consistent heart rate measurements
are obtained with all wearables during activities that require no
or very little wrist movements, such as sitting in a chair, cycling,
walking, or even squat exercises. In contrast, wearables worn
around the wrist (smart watches and fitness trackers) and sport
devices worn around the chest measure significantly different
heart rates during activities that require a lot of movement of
the wrist, such as dumbbell biceps curl and push up exercises.
These movements of the user’s wrist were measured using
the accelerometer of the wearable, and allow the detection of
repetitions of a physical activity with a typical movement pattern,
such as a dumbbell biceps curl. Based on accelerometer and
heart rate data, a user profile is created for a rule-based filter
to generate personal recommendations for physical activities.
A mobile app demonstrates that heart rate measurements and
activity recognition can be used to assist and guide users during
workouts.

Keywords–Activity Recognition; Wearable; Health Information;
Recommendation; Personalization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Obesity due to insufficient physical activity is an ever
growing problem in modern society [1]. Obesity can induce
amongst others, heart diseases and stroke, diabetes, gallbladder
disease, and gallstones. Research has shown that the majority
of health care costs [2] are directly or indirectly due to physical
inactivity [3]. Recent studies in health care support the theory
that a healthy diet and regular physical activity are much
more effective than traditional medication to cure diabetes [4].
Nutrition and training schedules are online available, but are
often not personalized to the user’s training goals or physical
capacities and are static without taking into account the user’s
progress.

To tackle this problem, new efforts are made to decrease
national obesity levels [5], thereby using technology such
as data mining, web frameworks, and multi-modal sensors.
Multi-modal sensors enable real-time monitoring of physical
activities performed by the user. In the domain of public health
monitoring, most of these sensor applications keep track of
energy expenditure while performing daily activities [6][7].

Recent wearable devices are often equipped with accel-
erometers for measuring movements and heart rate sensors.
However, the accuracy of heart rate measurements using these
devices is still unclear. Manufacturers choose not to assert
claims regarding the accuracy of the detection of heart rate
patterns; otherwise their gadget would get classified as a
medical device and would have to undergo FDA (Food and
Drug Administration) regulatory scrutiny [8].

Therefore, this study investigates the accuracy of heart
rate measurements performed with different types of wear-
able devices. The heart rate measurements are evaluated in
rest condition, as well as during different physical activities.
This paper presents an extension of our previous research on
wearables [1]. Compared to this previous study, one additional
wearable device, the Polar M600, was evaluated. Moreover,
this paper provides a more extensive comparison of the heart
rates. The following additional activities are considered: inter-
val training (cycling), rest (sitting in a chair), walking, squats,
and push ups. The results of this study are important for
(mobile) applications and services that rely on heart rate data
generated by these wearables.

Besides heart rate measurements, wearables can perform
activity recognition based on the motion detected by the
accelerometer. This typically results in a few statistics about
the user’s physical activity, such as the number of steps taken
or the average speed of a running session; but the recognition
of specific physical exercises is often still missing. More
advanced solutions for activity recognition are often relying on
multiple sensors placed on different parts of the body, e.g., on
the chest and on the hip, composing a body sensor network [9].
However, this is often considered too intrusive for daily activit-
ies. Therefore, this study investigates activity recognition using
popular wearable devices (Section VI). More specifically, the
number of repetitions of an exercise is counted through activity
recognition. Compared to our previous research [1], this papers
provides more in depth results by making a distinction between
fast execution and slow execution of the exercise.

The goal of this study is to investigate the accuracy of heart
rate measurements obtained with different wearables, and to
analyze if measurements of heart rate sensor and accelero-
meter can be combined for an accurate activity recognition.
According to our knowledge, this is one of the first studies
that compares wearables worn around the wrist and a sports
device with a chest strap for heart rate measurements during
a physical activity with a lot of movement of the wrist. These
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measurement data are the input of recommender systems,
which can improve human-web interaction by personalizing
interfaces of web applications with tailored suggestions for
physical activities. This study presents a rule-based filter as
recommender system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II refers to interesting related work. Section III discusses
the different methods to measure heart rate. An overview of the
wearable devices used in this study is provided in Section IV.
The next sections discuss the measurements of the wearables:
the heart rate measurements are discussed in Section V, activity
recognition is the topic of Section VI, and the usage of the
combination of both is covered in Section VII. Section VIII
is about the rule-based filter to generate personalized recom-
mendations. Section IX discusses the results and Section X
draws conclusions and points to future work.

II. RELATED WORK

The last decade, many digital healthcare services have
emerged, also on the mobile platform, to deliver services
such as health monitoring, medical consultations, diagnosis,
and prescriptions [10][11]. Despite the security and privacy
risks [12], more formal and informal health information has
become available, with the perspective of a new genera-
tion of well-informed, healthy individuals. This phenomenon
turns users into health information producers and consumers
by offering a multitude of health information services and
data [13][14].

To cope with the problem of information overload incurred
by this growing availability of data, recommender systems are
used as an effective information filter and at the same time
as a tool for providing personal suggestions [15][16]. These
recommenders may suggest a specific fitness activity or a
running trail out of the many available physical activities. But
good recommendations should match the physical capabilities
of each individual.

To assess the physical load of an activity for a user,
measuring the user’s physical movements (e.g., using a pedo-
meter) is insufficient, since this neglects the user’s effort with
respect to his/her physical capacities. The user’s physical limits
and the intensity of an activity for a user can be estimated
by the combination of heart rate measurements and motion
sensors [17].

The rising interest in health-related data and applications
strengthens the need to monitor heart rate and automatically
recognize physical activities on a daily basis. Although the
commercial sports devices and wearables are equipped with
the necessary hardware to accomplish this challenging task,
their accuracy is still unclear.

For commercially available breast belt measuring devices,
detailed evaluations of the accuracy have been performed [18].
But for recent wearable devices, only a limited number of
studies investigated the accuracy of heart rate data, often
in specific conditions. In non-moving conditions, heart rate
monitoring using a wrist-worn personal fitness tracker has been
evaluated with patients in an intensive care unit [19]. The
measured values were slightly lower than those derived from
continuous electrocardiographic monitoring, i.e., the medical
method for heart rate monitoring. The authors concluded that
further evaluation is required to investigate if personal fitness

trackers can be used in hospitals, e.g., as early warning sys-
tems. Another very related study has investigated the accuracy
of step counts and heart rate monitoring with wearables [20].
Test subjects were asked to walk a specific number of steps
during the measurements. The accuracy of the heart rate
measurements with the tested wearable devices showed to
be very high. Our paper contributes to the domain of health
monitoring with wearables by studying the accuracy of heart
rate measurements during intensive physical activities, and
with various types of wearable devices.

In the domain of activity recognition with wearables, the
focus is often on the classification of movement or transport-
ation types. Hidden Markov models have been proposed [21]
to recognize different physical activities, such as driving a car,
riding a bicycle, walking, or standing still. In recent Android
versions, similar activity recognition functionality is available
through Google’s activity recognition API [22].

To classify activities such as walking, race walking, and
running based on unlabeled data, an unsupervised method for
recognizing physical activities using accelerometers of smart
phones has been proposed [23]. Two additional smart phones
were attached to the upper arms of the user to recognize
specific actions while playing basketball, such as passing or
bouncing the ball, or a free throw. Although the accelerometer
hardware in smart phones might be very similar for wearables,
the specific position of a wearable around the wrist can provide
very different data reflecting movements of the hand and wrist,
additional to the arm movements.

Other studies investigated how simple actions can be used
to recognize more complex activities, which are semantically
more representative for a human’s real life [24]. The algorithm
is based on temporal patterns (such as actions occurring after
other actions, or actions that overlap) and a multi-task learning
approach [25].

In contrast, our research targets activities that cannot be
classified based on the movement speed, but are characterized
by specific hand or arm movements, such as dumbbell biceps
curl exercises. Our focus is on recognizing the number of
repetitions in view of tracking the physical load, rather than
on classifying the activities.

The growing availability of these health data on the
World Wide Web has brought the problem of information
overload [26] to the ehealth domain. For instance, too many
sports schedules are available in online databases, but only a
minority is matching the physical capabilities and preferences
of an individual. This emphasizes the need to personalize
health information and services, which is ongoing since the
mid-90s [27] and is demonstrated for example in Computer-
Tailoring Health Education Systems [26]. Personalization in
the health domain is described as “adapting the content of
the materials, with the aid of computers, to the specific
characteristics of a particular person” [28].

Personalization can be achieved by using a recommender
system. Personalized recommendations, tailored messages, and
customized information have shown to be far more effective
than the non-personalized alternative [15][16].

Health promotion and wellness driven applications often
use collaborative filtering techniques to cope with the overload
of health data and identify the most relevant information [29].
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Collaborative filtering makes a selection of the available in-
formation for the user based on actions of the community, and
does not rely on a central agency or individual expert. As a
result, the quality of the selection is depending on the size and
engagement of the community using the service. Alternative
content-based solutions do not rely on community activity, but
require specific metadata to assess the suitability of informa-
tion items. Our proposed recommender is a combination of a
rule-based and content-based system to filter the content for
the users based on their preferences and physical capabilities.
Unfortunately, many of the existing recommender systems
rely on the manual input of users reporting their performed
exercises. In contrast, our solution combines automatic activity
recognition and heart rate measurements, which are used as
input for the rule-based recommender system.

III. HEART RATE MONITORING

For heart rate monitoring, various methods exist. For this
study with wearables, the two most important methods are
electrocardiography and photoplethysmography.

Electrocardiography (ECG) is the process of recording the
electrical activity of the heart using electrodes placed on the
skin [30]. These electrodes detect the small electrical changes
on the skin that arise from the heart muscle’s electrophysiolo-
gic pattern of depolarizing during each heartbeat. For medical
purposes, e.g., in hospitals, this technique is applied with 10
electrodes, placed on the patient’s limbs and on the surface of
the chest.

Photoplethysmography (PPG), also known as optical heart
rate sensing, is monitoring heart rate using photo diodes and
LEDs [31]. Green light is absorbed by blood, hence its red
color. When a light source is covered by a body part (e.g., the
wrist in case of a wearable), the light is partially absorbed by
the blood and partially reflected. The photo diode captures the
reflected light. During a heart beat, more light is absorbed and
the photo diode detects a reduction in green light intensity.
Although a green LED provides the most accurate results, an
infrared LED is often used since this consumes less energy.
PPG is a cheap method for measuring heart rate, often used
in wearables, but has some disadvantages. Motion artifacts
can reduce the accuracy during exercises and free living
conditions. Person-dependent variations may also influence
the measurements, e.g., a different blood perfusion induces
a different absorption of light.

Many wearables are equipped with one or more LEDs
to measure heart rate using PPG. The LEDs (light emmitor)
and photo diodes (light detector) are typically located on
the back of the smart watch or fitness tracker and in direct
contact with the skin. The popularity of this technique for
wearables is largely due to the convenience and low cost of the
hardware. But manufacturers often label their devices as “not a
medical device” or “not intended to match medical devices or
scientific measurement devices” [32]. This paper discusses the
use of PPG in wearables for heart rate measuring in different
situations (Section V).

IV. WEARABLE DEVICES

For measuring heart rate, three types of wearables were
used: a smart watch, a fitness tracker, and a specialized device.

A. Smart Watch
Smart watches are equipped with various sensors but are

not medically approved. The smart watch is a general purpose,
fashionable device with features such as tracking physical
activities and informing users. From a commercial viewpoint,
the target group of customers is not limited to sports people,
but includes also a broader group of people who like the design
or the extra features of the gadget. Smart watches often have
hardware capabilities allowing to extend their functionality
with additional apps. Smart watches are typically equipped
with a light sensor to enable heart rate measurements based
on photoplethysmography.

In this study, the Huawei Watch was used as smart watch
for the measurements because of its popularity and typical
smart watch characteristics (e.g., Android Wear). This is a
smart watch with a classic design that is not focused on sports
activities.

In addition, the Polar M600 smart watch was used as an
alternative wearable device that has a clear focus on tracking
sports activities. It is equipped with the typical hardware
sensors such as an accelerometer and gyroscope. In contrast
to the Huawai watch, the Polar M600 also has a built-in
GPS. It is water resistance and can capture swimming metrics.
An important characteristic for this research is that optical
heart rate measurements are performed with 6 LEDs. These
multiple LEDs should improve the accuracy of the heart rate
measurements of the Polar M600.

To capture heart rate data in real time, a special Android
Wear app was developed for the smart watches. This app
communicates with our developed Android app running on
a smartphone through the Wearable Data Layer API.

B. Fitness Tracker
These devices, typically worn around the wrist, measure

movements and behavior, such as the number of steps taken,
sleeping patterns, and sports activities, e.g., a light jog or a mad
sprint. As with smart watches, fitness trackers are seldom ap-
proved for medical purposes. They are equipped with multiple
sensors, such as a 3-axis accelerometer to monitor movement
in every direction, an altimeter to measure altitude and keep
track of the traveled height, and sometimes a gyroscope to
measure orientation and rotation. Compared to smart watches,
fitness trackers are more focused on tracking physical activit-
ies. In this study, the Microsoft Band 2 was chosen as fitness
tracker because of two reasons. It allows real time analysis
of sensor data (heart rate data using photoplethysmography
and movement data through the accelerometer) and Microsoft
provides a comprehensive API. The API offers functionality,
such as aggregating the results of a query, thereby shifting the
computational load to the Microsoft servers.

C. Specialized Device
The main purpose of this type of device is measuring heart

rate. Typical examples are pulse-oximeters, blood pressure
monitors, and heart rate chest straps. These often have only
a limited number of sensors and a limited number of features.
In this study, the Polar H7 was used as specialized sports
device. This is a popular heart rate chest strap, which produces
very accurate measurements (correlation of 0.97 with true heart
rate [33]). Heart rate is measured using electrodes in the chest
strap that detect heart pulse via an electronic signal.
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V. HEART RATE MEASUREMENTS

To gather, store, and analyze heart rate measurements of
these three device types, an Android app was developed and
deployed on a Google Nexus 6P smartphone. Figure 1 shows a
screenshot of this app. The wearable devices have a Bluetooth
communication link with this smartphone and the app has a
separate service running for each device to transfer the raw
data to the smartphone and store the data in a Realm IO
database. Realm is an alternative solution for SQLite and
delivers real time performance [34]. The evaluations of the
heart rate measurements have been performed in a controlled
environment.

Figure 2 shows the data flow through the different compon-
ents of the system. The data of accelerometers are processed
and repetitions of specific movements are detected by activity
recognition (Section VI) . The types of activities, the number
of repetitions, and the intensity (speed of execution) are used
for creating a user profile. Subsequently, a filtering with a
rule-based system (Section VIII) is performed to match the
intensity of an activity to the physical capabilities of the user
(as estimated by the measured heart rate). The best matching
activities are offered to the user as personal suggestions.

Figure 1. Screenshot of the Android app for gathering heart rate data.

A. In Rest Condition

To evaluate the accuracy of heart rate measurements of
the three device types, these heart rate measurements were
compared with the measurements of a specialized device
that is approved for medical purposes, i.e., the Omrom M6
Comfort [35]. The Omrom M6 is a blood pressure monitor,
which has to be attached around the upper arm for measuring
the heart rate.

Figure 2. Flow chart showing the data through the different components of
the system.

Heart rate was measured for two persons, in a rest con-
dition, in a home environment, at two different times. The
first test subject (male) had a low natural heart rate, whereas
the second test subject (female) had a rather high heart rate
in rest condition. Demographic and physical characteristics
have an influence on the absolute value of the heart rate, but
this research focuses on comparing measurements of different
devices and variations in the heart rate, rather than on the
absolute value of the heart rate.

The measurements of the heart rate during rest condition
(Table I) were performed in a home, indoor environment.
These test users were wearing the four devices simultaneously
during the measurements. The Huawei Watch and Microsoft
Band were worn around the wrist (one device per wrist), the
Polar H7 around the chest, and the Omrom M6 around the
upper arm. For optimal measurement results, test users wore
only one smart watch per wrist; so the Polar M600 was not
used in this experiment. Test users were asked to sit in a chair,
doing nothing, while the devices measure their heart rate.

Table I shows for each device the mean, standard deviation,
and median, indicating that all devices provide consistent res-
ults. The mean values and small standard deviation show that
in rest condition, heart rate measurements obtained with these
devices can be considered as reliable. The measurements of
the Omrom M6, which is medically approved, are considered
as the correct heart rate. The measurements of the Polar H7
are the most similar to the measurements of the Omrom M6.
Since a blood pressure monitor is rather expensive and not
practical during sports activities, the Omrom was not suitable
to measure heart rate during physical activities. Therefore,
the Polar H7 was considered as the reference device during
physical activities.

B. During Dumbbell Biceps Curl
Figure 3 shows the heart rate measurements obtained with

the different devices during physical activity, more specifically
during the dumbbell biceps curl exercise. This exercise for
bicep muscles was performed in a fitness room by two people.
Similar results are obtained for both persons (results are shown
for only one person). Before each experiment, a rest period
of 10 minutes was imposed to avoid influence of previous
activities and the coupled heart rate.
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TABLE I. MEAN x̄, STANDARD DEVIATION σ, AND MEDIAN x̃ OF THE HEART RATE IN REST CONDITION WITH TWO USERS AT TWO TIMES

User 1 - Test 1 User 1 - Test 2 User 2 - Test 1 User 2 - Test 2
Device x̄± σ x̃ x̄± σ x̃ x̄± σ x̃ x̄± σ x̃
Smart Watch (Huawei Watch) 55±2.0 55 55±2.0 56 73±3.3 73 72±3.2 71
Fitness Tracker (Microsoft Band) 50±2.9 50 64±6.0 64 75±3.3 75 76±1.7 76
Specialized Sports Device (Polar H7) 56±1.7 56 59±1.4 59 77±3.0 76 80±3.7 79
Specialized Blood Pressure Monitor (Omrom M6) 55±2.8 55 58±2.9 58 76±2.5 76 84±4.2 84

During physical activities, such as dumbbell biceps curl,
measuring heart rate cannot be performed with the blood
pressure monitor due to body movements and the non-wearable
characteristic of the Omrom M6. Since the user was wearing
the Microsoft Band 2 on one wrist and the Huawai Watch
on the other, the Polar M600 smart watch was not evaluated
in this experiment. For the three wearable devices that were
used (Polar H7, Microsoft Band 2, and Huawai Watch), a
significantly different measurement signal of the heart rate can
be witnessed during this physical activity.

Figure 3. Heart rate measurements during dumbbell biceps curl.

The heart rate signal produced by the Polar H7 clearly
shows a repetitive pattern that corresponds to the repetitions of
the dumbbell biceps curl exercise. The accurate measurements
can be explained by the use of the chest strap, which is less
influenced by movements than the devices worn around the
wrist.

The heart rate registered by the Microsoft Band 2 is
consistently lower than the values measured by the Polar
device. Moreover, rapidly varying heart rates due to periods of
intensive physical activity are difficult to detect. As a result, the
subsequent repetitions of the physical exercise are not clearly
visible in the graph of the Microsoft Band in Figure 3.

With the Huawei Watch, less measurement samples are
obtained compared to the Polar H7 and the Microsoft Band.
Movements of this device, which is worn around the wrist,
cause interruptions in the measurement process. Changes in
the device’s position relative to the wrist induce a sensor
recalibration and can be noticed in Figure 3 as the time periods
without measurement data from the Huawei Watch. Periods of
intensive physical activities are noticeable by the variations in
the data of the heart rate measurements. But the interruptions
in the measurement data might be a problem for detailed heart
rate monitoring during physical activities.

C. During various Physical Activities
Based on the results of our previous study [1], this section

further investigates the differences in the heart rate meas-
urements between the smart watch and a specialized device,
such as the Polar H7, as witnessed in Section V-B. For this
experiment, heart rate measurements obtained with the Polar
H7 were compared to the measurements of the Polar M600.
Since, the Polar M600 smart watch is designed for sports
activities, the measurements are performed during different
physical activities. Special attention is paid to the activities that
involve a lot of movement of the wrist in contrast to activities
with limited movement of hands and arms.

Although both devices are connected to the same smart-
phone, as illustrated in Figure 2, a comparison of the raw data
shows that the measurements are not synchronous. This can
be illustrated by Figure 4, which shows the heart rate meas-
urements during interval training. In this test setup, periods of
intensive physical activity and rest periods alternate, which is
reflected in a rising and falling heart rate. Figure 4 indicates a
lower responsiveness of the Polar M600, which measures heart
rate at the wrist, compared to the Polar H7, which measures
heart rate at the chest. Sudden increases or decreases in heart
rate are only visible a few seconds later with the Polar M600.
This is important to take into account for users or application
developers that intent to use these data for monitoring activities
with rapidly varying heart rate.

By shifting the measurements of the Polar M600 with 9
seconds in time (by subtracting 9 seconds from the timestamp),
the measurements appear to be synchronous with the measure-
ments of the H7 chest strap. Figure 5 shows the measurements
of both devices after this time shift. To compare the values of
the heart rate measurements of both devices during various
physical activities, this time shift is applied to all subsequent
graphs visualizing heart rate (Figures 5 - 9).

Figure 6 shows the heart rate measurements during rest.
The test users are sitting in a chair doing nothing, while
wearing both devices to measure the heart rate for a period
of 5 minutes. During this period, the measured heart rate
varies between around 55 and 70 beats per minute (bpm). The
measurements of both devices are very similar, except around
second 120 and 195, differences up to 12 bpm are witnessed.
This discrepancy was not due to movement of the wrist or
body of the user, but might be due to inaccuracies of the
measurement process. However, for most of the measurement
period, the differences between both devices are small.

Table II lists the mean difference (Mean diff), the mean
absolute difference (Mean abs diff), the median absolute dif-
ference (Median abs diff) and the maximum absolute differ-
ence (Max abs diff) between the measurements with the two
devices.

The low values of the mean difference might be an in-
dication that both devices report a reliable heart rate. The
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measurements of one of the devices are not consistently higher
than the ones of the other device. The mean absolute difference
is a measure for the average error between both. The low value
in rest condition shows that measurements are very accurate.
The maximum absolute difference stands for the largest error
between both measurements. In rest condition, this error is
obtained around second 195. The median absolute error is
less influences by these extreme values. In rest condition, the
typical difference between both devices is only 1 bpm.

Figure 7 shows the heart rate measurements while doing
a light activity. In this test setup, the users were asked to
walk while measuring heart rate. Users were is rest condition
(sitting) before the test and during the first 30 seconds, so
that an increase in heart rate could be detected during the first
minutes. At timestamp 30, users started walking for 7 minutes.
Subsequently, the users returned to their seat (rest condition),
which can be seen by the decreasing heart rate during the
last 3 minutes. Compared to rest condition, the differences in
Table II are slightly higher for walking, but still small.

Figure 5 shows the heart rate during interval training. In
this test setup, the accuracy is evaluated in case of peaks in the
heart rate. The users were first in rest condition for 30 seconds.
Next, the users were cycling on a home trainer during 1 minute,
followed by 1 minute of rest. Subsequently, this pattern of 1
minute cycling and 1 minute resting was done 2 times more
(so, 3 times in total). Again, Table II shows small differences
between the measurements of both devices.

In the last two test setups, test users were performing
muscle strengthening activities. This way, the accuracy of the
heart rate can be evaluated during intensive physical activities,
which are characterized by many body movements and a rapid
variation of the heart rate.

Figure 8 shows the measurements obtained while per-
forming squats. The squat is a compound, full body exercise
that trains multiple types of muscles. For this, users have to
bend the knees and move their arms, but wrist movements
are limited. A similar test setup is used here. During the
first 30 seconds, the users were doing nothing in order to
measure their heart rate in rest. Next, the users were executing
squat exercises during 30 seconds, followed by 30 seconds of
rest. Subsequently, the users were asked to do a new set of
squats during 30 seconds, rest 30 seconds, doing a last set
of squats during 30 seconds, and rest 30 seconds. Although
this exercise involves a lot of movement with arms and legs,
thereby increasing the heart rate rapidly, the measurement
differences remain small, as shown in Table II.

Figure 9 shows the heart rate measurements while doing
push ups. The push up exercise is performed in a prone position
by raising and lowering the body using the arms. It involves
a lot of pressure on the wrists and subsequent repetitions
implicate some movement of the wrists. Again, the test started
with a period of 30 seconds in rest condition. Subsequently,
the user performs push ups during 30 seconds, followed by 30
seconds of rest. This pattern (30 seconds push ups, 30 seconds
rest) is executed 3 times.

For this activity, Table II and Figure 9 show large dif-
ferences between the two different devices. These differences
can be explained by the movements of the wrist, which are
characteristic for this activity and much more prominent com-
pared to the other activities, such as squats or interval training

Figure 4. Heart rate measurements during interval training without a time
shift.

Figure 5. Heart rate measurements during interval training with a time shift.

(cycling). The range of the heart rate is similar for interval
training, squats, and push ups, starting at approximately 70
bpm and increasing until 120 - 140 bpm. For interval training
and squats, the differences between the Polar H7 and M600 are
typically only 1 bpm (median value), whereas for push ups the
median difference is 18 bpm with maximum differences up to
58 bpm. Figure 9 shows that the two devices provide consistent
measurement values during rest periods: during the first and
last 30 seconds of the test, the heart rates of both devices are
very similar. In contrast, during periods of push up activities,
the two devices output very different measurement results. The
Polar H7 shows a heart rate increase with peaks up to 130 bpm
and active periods can be clearly detected, whereas the M600
measures only a slight heart rate increase up to 100 bpm and
active periods can hardly be distinguished. This confirms the
hypothesis that heart rate measurements with smart watches
are less accurate during physical activities that involve a lot of
movement of the wrist, such as push ups or dumbbell biceps
curl exercises.

TABLE II. COMPARATIVE STATISTICS FOR THE HEART RATE
MEASUREMENTS OF THE POLAR H7 AND POLAR M600.

Activity Mean diff Mean abs diff Median abs diff Max abs diff
Rest 0.36 1.40 1 12

Walking 0.75 1.48 1 18
Interval 0.61 1.88 1 9
Squats 1.32 2.11 1 15

Push Ups 19.39 19.56 18 58
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Figure 6. Heart rate measurements during rest.

Figure 7. Heart rate measurements during walking.

Figure 8. Heart rate measurements during squats.

Figure 9. Heart rate measurements during push ups.

VI. ACTIVITY RECOGNITION

Many studies have tackled the challenge of activity recog-
nition by using multiple sensors placed on different parts of the
body, e.g., on the hip and the chest [9]. But, the placement of
these sensors can be considered too expensive and invasive for
daily sports activities. In contrast, this study performs activity
recognition using wearables.

The aim is to assist users in coaching tasks such as
checking the proper execution of physical exercises or counting
the number of repetitions of an exercise, rather than classifying
the physical activities by type. Repetitions of an exercise
are detected by real-time processing of the raw data of the
accelerometer of the wearable worn around the wrist. The
dumbbell biceps curl exercise is a typical activity that allows
detection of repetitions of this exercise by using data of
the accelerometer. This exercise is characterized by specific
movements of the arm and wrist, which enable the detection.

Figures 10 and 11 show the pattern of the accelerometer
data, gathered with the fitness tracker around the wrist, during
the execution of this exercise. As an extension to our previous
research [1], the accelerometer data was gathered during fast
execution as well as slow execution. Figure 10 visualizes
the accelerometer data gathered during a fast execution of
the exercise. A slow execution, with a clearer pattern, is
visible in Figure 11. The comparison of Figures 10 and 11
demonstrates that higher maximum and lower minimum values
are reached with a fast execution. Although the execution speed
of the activity and the body characteristics of the user may
have an influence on the absolute values of the data of the
accelerometer, the typical pattern consisting of local minimums
and maximums can be witnessed for every repetition.

Figure 10. Measurements of the accelerometer of a wearable during fast
execution of a dumbbell biceps curl exercise.

For each repetition of the dumbbell curl activity, 5 local
optima on the Z-axis and 3 on the X-axis can be witnessed as
visible in Figure 12: 1) a maximum on the Z-axis co-occurring
with a maximum on the X-axis, 2) a minimum on the Z-axis,
3) a maximum on the Z-axis co-occurring with a minimum on
the X-axis, 4) a minimum on the Z-axis, and 5) a maximum on
the Z-axis co-occurring with a maximum on the X-axis. The
red cross marks in Figure 12 denote the beginning and end
of a repetition of the exercise, the green check marks indicate
the intermediate optima. Recognizing the dumbbell biceps curl
execution based on the identification of a sequence of these
5 events has some benefits. The recognition process requires
limited processing power, allowing real-time recognition (e.g.,
for e-coaching purposes) and making it usable on devices
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Figure 11. Measurements of the accelerometer of a wearable during slow
execution of a dumbbell biceps curl exercise.

Figure 12. Detailed view on the local optima in the accelerometer data
during slow execution of a dumbbell biceps curl exercise.

with limited processing power, such as wearables. Moreover,
the detection of local optima makes the recognition method
directly usable for different variations of the dumbbell curl,
such as concentration curl, hammer curl, and barbell curl.

VII. HEART RATE AND ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
COMBINED

Monitoring heart rate and simultaneously recognizing re-
petitions of an activity with the accelerometer allow a better
health monitoring and e-coaching during workouts. Since raw
data streams of both sources (heart rate sensor and accelero-
meter) are suffering from inaccuracies, the combination of both
can improve health monitoring. For example, the intensity of
a physical activity for an individual can be estimated based on
the heart rate data. But in case of measurement interruptions in

the heart rate data, accelerometer data can be used to estimate
the performed physical activities.

For e-coaching purposes, our Android app uses both data
sources to instruct the user during physical exercises thereby
maintaining a healthy heart rate. Repetitions of an exercise
are recognized and through text-to-speech techniques the re-
petitions are counted aloud or shown on the screen of the
wearable. Each physical activity has a target range of the heart
rate that can be expected during the execution. If the measured
heart rate is out of this range, the user is warned by a clear
indication on the screen of the wearable. After performing an
activity, the app evaluates the intensity of the physical exercise
as “too intensive”, “to easy”, or “just good”.

VIII. USER PROFILING AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The physical exercises measured with the accelerometer,
the heart rate, and the characteristics of the exercises are
stored online in a user profile. Users can access their profile
using a web application to analyze their history of physical
activities. Moreover, this user profile is used for personalization
of suggestions for new activities in our Android app, such as a
set of dumbbell biceps curl exercises, a running track, a cycling
track, etc. Figure 13 shows a screenshot of the recommended
activities for one of the users.

Figure 13. Screenshot of the Android app showing the recommended
activities.

To match the user’s preferences and physical capabilities
to the physical activities and select the most suitable ones
as recommendations, the activities of each type are processed
by a specialized rule-based filter. This rule-based filter makes
a selection of the activities based on characteristics of that
type of activity, e.g., the distance for a running activity or
the weight and number of repetitions for dumbbell biceps
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curl. For each type of activity, a separate rule-based filter is
used in order to take into account the user’s experience level
for each activity individually. For example, suppose a user is
an excellent runner. Recommendations for intensive running
activities will be the most suitable, given the user’s physical
capabilities and history. Now, suppose that this user visits the
gym for the first time with the goal of training the arm muscles.
The user’s body is not used to intensive dumbbell biceps curl
activities. Recommendations at the level of starting users might
be appropriate here. Therefore, a separate rule-based filter is
assigned to each activity type to handle these differences in
training level for users. In future work, explanations about the
recommendations can be added in order to further convince
the user to adopt one of the offered recommendations [36].
These explanations can be expressed in terms of (the progress
of) the physical capabilities of the user.

The rule-based functionality is implemented based on
Drools [37]. Drools is a business rules management system
with business rules engine that is scalable and extendible
through the use of drl files containing the rules. The goal of
these rules is to filter the available activities in order to come up
with the most suitable activity for the user taking into account
the conditions/context at the moment of the recommendation.

Figure 14. Graphical overview of the rule-based filtering of the activities.

Figure 14 gives a graphical overview of the rule-based
filtering that is applied to the activities. The rules check
the following conditions: 1) User profile: Do the length and
intensity of the cycling or running track match the user’s
physical capabilities and habits? The target length of a track
is similar to the length of the tracks in the user’s history,
but a small difference is tolerated. The intensity of the track
is estimated based on the difference in altitude meters. For
gym exercises, the intensity is estimated based on the weight
or resistance of the fitness equipment and the number of

repetitions. 2) Environmental Context: Does the activity match
the current weather conditions? For example, outdoor running
activities are not recommended when it rains. To retrieve
weather data at the user’s location, the OpenWeatherMap.org
REST API [38] is used. 3) Energy Level: Does the activity
match the user’s energy level of the moment? The energy level
is a value reflecting the user’s current energy mood, ranging
from 0 to 5, that users can specify in the Android app to
express their current feeling, e.g., energetic, tired, or something
in between.

IX. DISCUSSION

During intensive physical activities with limited movement
of the wrist, such as walking, cycling, or even squat exercises,
the experiments showed accurate heart rate measurements
(Section V-C). In contrast, a discrepancy in the measurements
of the wearables is witnessed during intensive physical activ-
ities with a lot of wrist movements (dumbbell biceps curl
and push ups). Shifts of the wearable with respect to the
position of the wrist induce inaccuracies or even interruptions
in the measurement process thereby hindering the monitoring
of heart rate variations. The resulting measurements obtained
with wearables around the wrist are often lower than the heart
rate measured with a specialized sports device.

Specialized sports devices, using a sensor with chest
strap, produce more accurate heart rate measurements, even
during intensive physical activities, and enable recognizing
subsequent repetitions of a physical activity based on the
periodic peaks in the heart rate. Therefore, our advise is to
use a device with a chest strap for heart rate measurements in
case of physical activities that involve a lot of movement of
the wrist.

Besides, raw data produced by the accelerometer of wear-
ables can be used to recognize repetitions of physical exercises
with characteristic movements of the wrist/hand/arm. E.g., the
dumbbell biceps curl exercise can be recognized based on
a specific pattern with 5 local optima on the X and Z-axis
of accelerometer data. Both raw data streams (heart rate and
accelerometer data) can be combined for further analysis, but
also to assist the user in coaching tasks, such as counting the
number of times an exercise is performed, or instructing to
decrease or increase the intensity of the exercise. Automatic
activity recognition can help the user by reducing the burden of
providing input about the performed activities in digital health
services or fitness apps. Moreover, recognized activities can
be stored in a user profile, which can be used as an indicator
for the user’s physical capabilities, habits or preferences for
sports activities. Based on this profile, the current weather,
and the user’s mood (energy level as specified by the user),
personalized recommendations are generated using a set of
rule-based filters.

X. CONCLUSION

This study discussed the usage of wearables for heart
rate measurements and the automatic recognition of physical
activities. Measurements with a fitness tracker and a smart
watch showed to be very accurate in case of limited physical
movement, e.g., in a state of rest. During intensive physical
activities with a lot of wrist movements, measurements per-
formed with wearables might be disturbed. Simultaneously
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measured accelerometer data showed to be useful for re-
cognizing repetitions of physical exercises with characteristic
movements of the arm, hand, or wrist. The combination of
heart rate measurements and activity recognition allows to
create a use profile that reflects the user’s physical capabilities
in view of generating personal recommendations. In future
research, we will investigate the recognition of other physical
exercises and relate the resulting accelerometer data to heart
rate data more in depth.
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